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Abstract  

 

 This study examines phenomena of live action zombie events in American 

culture. Throughout history cultures have used tales of horror to address their fears in 

safe environments, and we continue this trend today. The zombie however, goes beyond 

such horror tales moving off the screen into live action events that allow us to confront 

and disarm our modern fears. It is my belief that zombie themed live action events have 

arisen due to the zombie’s ability to adapt to, and serve as metaphors, for specific socio-

cultural fears. These events allow participants to confront those fears in a more 

immediate and intimate manner than could previously be done by viewing zombie films. 

Through the use of participant observation, media analysis, and survey results this project 

examines the historical and modern trends in zombie media, and the roll of live action 

zombie events. As American culture moves from decade to decade so too has the zombie, 

adjusting to the specific fears of each generation, as well as addressing deeper more 

ingrained socio-cultural fears. The increased fear caused in recent decades by terrorist 

attacks, new untreatable diseases, nuclear power and biological warfare has created a 

steep increase in the amount of zombie media created and a desire to confront these fears 

in a more realistic way. This need has spawned the creation of live action zombie events 

which range from large scale flash mobs to intense live action roll-playing games, or 

LARPs. Allowing participants to disarm their anxieties by dressing up as zombies for 

fun, or confront their fears by trying to survive in a simulated zombie invasion.  
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Chapter I  

Introduction 

 

For over 70 years the zombie has been an iconic figure in American media, what 

is it about this monster that has kept the American people continuously fascinated with it? 

As years have passed the image of the zombie has changed well beyond the superficial 

presentations of makeup and special effects. Starting in 1932, with the creation of the first 

American zombie movie White Zombie (United Artists), and continuing through to today, 

the zombie has changed and grown as a monster. As the popularity of the walking dead 

has developed a curious thing has occurred. A small subculture has grown up around the 

zombie, groups of people whose fascination with the zombie goes well beyond just 

watching zombie films. Now, not only are there zombie movies, but also zombie books, 

websites, and even live zombie events fueling the fires of zombie fascination.  

Live action zombie events are comprised of four types of activities that go beyond 

the passive watching or reading of zombie films or novels. The first of these activities is 

the playing of zombie video or computer games which require the player to take an active 

roll in his/her own success. The second of these events are zombie walks; also know as 

zombie crawls and zombie marches. These events are a type of flash mob, in which 

people gather together dressed as zombies to walk through city streets. The third type of 

activity is the Humans vs. Zombies game, in which players using Nerf guns must fight 

for their own survival against other players acting as zombies. The final live action 

zombie event type is a Zombie LARP, or Live Action Roll Playing game. These games, 
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which pit humans against zombies, require human players to create a character that they 

play throughout the game, and use complex rule systems for fights and skill levels. Each 

of these activity types require participants to confront specific fears which zombies have 

come to embody, either through disarming thier fears or through physical confrontation. I 

hypothesize that zombie themed live action events have arisen due to the zombie’s ability 

to adapt to and represent specific socio-cultural fears. These events allow participants to 

confront those fears in a more immediate and intimate manner than could previously be 

done by viewing zombie films. Through the use of participant observation, interviews, 

and media analysis this study will examine live action zombie events occurring in the 

United States and the people who attend them. This study will lead to further research 

into zombie events on an international level, as well as further study on the evolution and 

change of cultural fears over time. It will also lead to further study of the culture of live 

action roll playing events of all genres.  

 

Historical Background on the Zombie Phenomenon 

To understand the roll of the zombie within these live action events we must first 

understand the zombie’s origins and its history in the United States, and the roll that 

horror and scary stories play within our culture. It was the Haitian voodoo zombi that first 

inspired fear and fascination in U.S. hearts and minds (Davis, 1985). At the heart of the 

zombi practice in Haiti is the folk religion of its people known as Voudon, or Voodoo as 

it is called in the U.S. Voudon is a religion of parallels and the power of belief. Within 

this tradition it is believed that the body has two souls the ti bon ange, little good angel, 

and the gros bon ange, the big good angel, it is the loss of either one of these that causes 
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a person to become a zombi (Ackerman & Gauthier, 1991). In order to comprehend the 

roll of the zombi within Voudon and Haitian culture one must first understand the history 

of the Haitian people. 

The nation of Haiti comprises half of an island, with the Dominican Republic 

comprising the other half. This island, known as Hispaniola, was discovered by 

Columbus during his expeditions in 1492 and was quickly colonized by the Spanish. 

Within fifteen years Spanish colonization, the native population, known as the Taino, or 

Arawak, was almost completely wiped out by disease and the mistreatment by the 

Spanish, forcing the Spanish colonists to bring in slave laborers from Africa and other 

Caribbean settlements (Davis, 1985). In 1697, the Spanish and the French governments 

signed the Treaty of Ryswick which granted France the control of Saint Domingue 

(which would later become Haiti). French colonization would prove devastating for the 

remaining native and slave populations. It is estimated that during French rule at least 

seventeen thousand slaves died each year while the birthrate amongst slaves was only one 

percent, and during the last fourteen years of French rule no fewer then 375,000 African 

slaves were brought to the colony. The high mortality rate and constant influx of new 

slaves led to a slave population that was, “less creolized and more connected to African 

traditions and resistance than the slaves of other Caribbean colonies” (Bishop, 2010, p. 

43). By the end of the 18th century there were roughly thirty-six thousand whites and 

mulattos dominating a slave population that numbered almost half a million (Davis, 

1985). The combination of overwhelming numbers, brutal treatment, and barbaric 

conditions made a slave revolt a constant fear and an almost certainty for the colonial 

government.  
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In 1791, the brutal and inhumane treatment of the slaves by the French 

colonialists and the ensuing tensions in the colony came to a head, and the slave 

population revolted. The war, which lasted twelve years, was brutal with both sides 

practicing torture and execution of captured enemies whether they were combatants or 

not. Finally, in 1804 the slave army forced the French army, sent by Napoleon Bonaparte, 

to retreat from the island. The now free slave population had successfully broken the 

shackles of white oppression and formed the first “Black Republic.” Upon gaining 

victory the newly formed nation renamed their country Haiti from the original Taino 

word meaning “mountainous land” (Bishop, 2010). Unfortunately for the majority of the 

population of the newly formed Haiti, the new black elites were only marginally better 

then the former French leadership. Often using force to make the peasant population 

work on farms in order to continue to grow crops for export, the new elite class proved to 

be just as brutal as their former slave masters. This led to numerous violent populace 

uprisings and political coups (Bishop, 2010). In 1915 the United States invaded Haiti 

under the auspice of “modernizing” the country. In reality, the United States wanted to 

keep Haiti from German control. During U.S occupation the lower and peasant classes of 

the Haitian population were again subject to forced labor, being made to work on 

improvement projects dictated by the U.S. forces. The much resented U.S occupation was 

largely over by 1929 as U.S. forces withdrew (Bishop, 2010). Throughout the struggles 

of the new nation the elite population never numbered more then 5% of the total 

population, and tried to model themselves on European culture. Meanwhile the much 

larger peasant population continued to honor their African ancestry while adopting 

European customs creating a culture that is uniquely Haitian (Davis, 1985). After the 
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revolution Voudon, the religion of the majority of the population, was allowed to grow 

and develop into a complex spiritual belief tied to the daily lives of its practitioners. 

Voudon is more then just a set of spiritual practices, “…it prescribes a way of life, a 

philosophy and a code of ethics that regulate social behavior” (Davis, 1985, p. 73). A 

complex mix of African and European symbolism it touches every aspect of its 

practitioner’s lives from life to death, and even beyond.  

While in the Voudon religion all people have access to the spirits it is only a 

Houngan, a Voudon high priest, who has the knowledge and power to create a zombi. 

Creating a zombi, however, is an act of malice and aggression, and so those who practice 

this form of magic are called a Bocour. What seems to confuse so many outsiders is the 

fact that a priest or priestess can be both a Houngan and a Bocour - they hold within 

themselves the knowledge to be both an agent of good and one of darkness (Davis, 1985). 

Within the Voudon religion both light and dark have a purpose and a reason for being, 

“The bocour and all his apparently maleficent activities were accepted because they were 

somehow essential” (Davis, 1985, p. 96). Thus the Bocour and his acts of malice are 

accepted within the community as a necessary evil, one that they must accept if their 

community is to be in balance. The Bocour and the threat of zombification, acts as a form 

of social control (Bishop, 2010). It is the Bocour who creates a zombi, and the Houngan 

who can potentially cure one. The goal of the zombification is to separate the soul from 

the potential victim. Once the soul is captured by the bocour he can then control his 

victim, forcing him to perform hard labor in fields or factories. A bocour could even 

potentially compel his zombi slave to commit crimes for him (Ackerman & Gauthier, 

1991; Davis, 1985). Besides a desire for free labor, a bocour may decide to turn someone 
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into a zombi who had committed some social misdeed or had insulted the bocour as form 

of permanent punishment for his or her actions.  

It is here that we discover the reason behind the fear of the voodoo zombi. The 

Haitian people are not afraid of the walking dead. What they are afraid of are the people 

who create them and the purpose for which they are created (Bishop, 2010). The Haitian 

zombie serves as not only a reminder that the soul is something that can be lost or stolen 

through the use of black magic, but as metaphor for enslavement (Bishop, 2010). In 

country where almost all its inhabitants can trace their ancestry to brutal enslavement the 

fear of becoming a mindless, powerless slave is strong. A zombie is not a normal slave, a 

person subjugated but still with a mind a will of their own. No, a zombi is a person 

without a soul incapable of thinking for itself or acting upon its will, for it has none, “The 

risk of becoming the living dead, therefore, constitutes the greatest fear of the voodoo-

practicing Haitian; being forced to work as a virtually mindless slave represents a fate 

worse than death itself” (Bishop, 2010, p. 52). It is the fear of eternal enslavement, and 

the people who have the power to steal ones soul that the Haitian Voudon practitioner 

truly fears, not the body of the person who has been turned into a zombi.  

The first mention of the zombie – the modernized American English word for the 

Creole zombi, or zobi – within the American media was in a series of articles written by 

Patrick Lafcadio Hearn for Harper’s Magazine in 1889 entitled “The Country of Comers-

Back.” Hearn, a journalist and an amateur anthropologist, had heard rumors of “the 

walking dead” while exploring the island of Martinique. However, when he tried to 

explore the topic he found that the native islanders were reluctant to share their stories, 

and those stories he did hear were contradictory and incomplete. In the end he was left 
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with only a vague impression of what the “walking dead” truly were (Bishop, 2010; 

Russell, 2005; Vuckovic, 2011). It was not until 1929 that American audiences were 

given a clearer idea of what the “the walking dead” or zombie truly was. The Haitian 

zombie was fully, if not accurately, introduced to the American public by W.B. 

Seabrook’s ethnography The Magic Island (Bishop, 2010; Russell, 2005; Vuckovic, 

2011). Seabrook, an avid adventurer and amateur folklorist traveled to Haiti to explore 

the traditions and religion of the island’s native population. It was during these travels he 

started to hear rumors of zombies a creature he felt was, “exclusively local” (Seabrook, 

1929, p. 93). Intrigued he asked a native friend and farmer, Polynice about the rumors 

and stories he had heard. Polynice, reluctantly assured Seabrook that these were not folk 

legends, that the zombie was real, and the he could in fact point some out to him. 

Seabrook goes on to state that through his friend Polynice he was introduced to three 

zombies: 

My first impression of the three supposed zombies, who continued dumbly at 
work, was that there was something about them unnatural and strange. They were 
plodding like brutes, like automatons. … and what I saw then, coupled with what 
I had heard previously, or despite it, came as a rather sickening shock. The eyes 
were the worst. … They were in truth like the eyes of dead man, not blind, but 
staring, unfocused, unseeing. The whole face, for that matter, was bad enough. It 
was vacant, as if there was nothing behind it. (1929, p. 101)  
 

Seabrook goes on to dismiss the credited creation of these zombies as reanimated corpses 

by rationalizing and finding plausible scientific explanations for their condition.  It is 

important to note that the ethnographers who first searched out stories of the zombie were 

all white men who practiced or grew up amongst European religious traditions. While 

Seabrook prided himself on partaking in pagan religious practices his view on such 

activities were almost always derisive and he seemed to care little for the reason behind 
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the practices he studied. His views on these practices colored his retelling of them, thus 

affecting how his audience would view them. As Bishop (2010) states,  

Of particular note is not only how these stories are channeled through the eyes of 
a white ethnographer, but also how additional stories are told by those 
ethnographers. In other words, instead of simply relating the tale of the 
indigenous folk population, those performing the filed work have become part of 
the tradition. (p. 51) 
 

Seabrook looked no further into the zombie phenomena then the superficial, never tracing 

the root of the fear to slavery, but instead focusing on the grotesque nature of the zombies 

and the practice of zombification and it was that view he shared with the American 

public. The damage was done, the idea of the zombie as a walking, mindless, hideous 

monster becomes entrenched within the minds of Americans, and it was not long after 

that Hollywood took up this imagery with the first of the zombie movies; movies with a 

New World monster, terrifying in its combination of the exotic and the familiar.  

 

Confronting Fears through Scary Stories 

Whereas in Haiti the zombi lies somewhere in between fact and myth, for most 

non-Haitian US citizens the zombie is purely a creature of folklore. For centuries people 

have used folklore to confront their fears (Ragan, 2006; Tamborini & Weaver, 1996; 

Findlay 2007). Findlay (2007) tells us, “There’s a reason why some of our most enduring 

stories are terrifying tales. They allow us - at any age - to safely expose shadowy fears 

that lurk inside us, cast some light on them, take them for a spin, and see what happens” 

(p. 8). Traditional European folklore uses witches and monsters to scare us and teach us 

how to confront these fears. The purpose of these stories is not to inspire fear, but to 

teach the listener how to overcome and master these fears; thus providing the listener 
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with coping mechanisms which they can call upon when they are faced with a fearful 

situation in real life. We learn that we do not need to be a prince, a witch, or a god to 

overcome our fears; we are capable of doing it just as we are, as ordinary people (Weaver 

& Tamborini, 1996; Ragan, 2006). Folktales change how we view and react to the world 

around us, they show us how to survive and cope with the constant onslaught of dangers 

that living brings (Ragan, 2006). Over time and across cultures, as much as these stories 

have changed us, we also have changed them; adapting them to fit our culture as it 

changed over time,  

We all take part in the shaping of the tales; folktales are inherently democratic. 
They are shaped by their tellers and listeners, their centuries and their place, and 
folktales continue to be adapted to explore new options and solutions with each 
new telling. (Ragan, 2006, p. 125)  
 

The inherent adaptability of these stories allows them to change and reshape themselves 

so we are never without their guiding force, no matter the century or culture. 

One of the most obvious changes made to folktales in the past centuries is that 

folktales have moved from an oral tradition, to a written and now a cinematic tradition. 

Film also allows for a broader audience which requires filmmakers to find a way to tap 

into a wider cultural base, appealing to a national audience instead of a small local one. 

This is especially true for producers of horror movies, because the filmmaker must find a 

way to tap into both specific and broad fears (Phillips, 2005). It is through the connection 

with our own broader cultural fears, and through manipulating them that horror films gain 

the ability to connect with us, thus allowing them to scare us. These films are the modern 

equivalent of the scary fables told centuries before. Phillips (2005) contends that horror 

films do not simply reflect our cultural fears. They are more sophisticated than that, truly 
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successful horror films somehow manage to resonate with the culture so that we are 

forced to think about what we saw on the screen, and why it affected us so strongly,  

It is my contention that this combination of the familiar and the unexpected 
suggests the broader cultural importance of horror films. By drawing upon our 
collective anxieties – projecting them even if indirectly upon the screen before us 
– horror films can be said to be vitally interested in the broader cultural politics of 
their day. (Phillips, 2005, p. 8) 
 

 These films, like their oral and written predecessors, allow us to confront our fears in an 

environment that is safe from actual harm.  

 

A Short History of the Zombie in American Film 

The long history of zombie films in the United States suggests that the walking 

dead are especially good vehicles for tapping into and resonating with our broader 

cultural fears. George Romero, director of the “of the Dead” series of zombie movies 

states, “You know obviously, what is happening in the world, I think creeps into any 

work, it just fits right in, ‘cause that’s where it comes from, that’s where the idea comes 

from, where you get the idea in the first place” (The American Nightmare, Minerva 

Productions, 2000). Romero is not speaking of an actual rise of the walking dead for the 

inspiration for his films, but of the anxieties and fears that were relevant within our 

society during the making of those films. It is these cultural fears that influenced his 

work, making Night of the Living Dead (Walter Reade Organization & Continental 

Distributing, 1968) one of the most popular zombie films ever made. This movie, like the 

horror films that came before and after it, allowed its audiences to confront their socio-

cultural fears in a way that enabled them to explore those fears safe from harm. That this 

film continues to be popular suggests that the themes within it go beyond the cultural 
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fears of the specific generation which first viewed it and touches on broader cultural fears 

that still exists today over forty years later.  

The first zombie film, White Zombie, was released in 1932 and was based 

partially off of Seabrook’s Magic Island (1929), introducing the American people to the 

voodoo style zombie. These zombies were slow, lumbering creatures controlled by dark 

magic (Jones, 2002; Rhodes, 2001; Russell, 2005). From 1932 until 1970 it was the 

voodoo style zombie that would reign in Hollywood and thus in the minds of the 

American people. These zombies enslaved by the will of a malevolent force, 

encapsulated the dominating fears of the time brought forth from the Great Depression, 

World War II and the growing social upheavals of the late 1950s and 1960s. Through the 

1930s and 1940s as the Great Depression shook the nation people feared becoming one in 

a mindless work force, losing all sense of autonomy. Movies like Whit Zombie (1932) 

forced the American people to draw parallels between themselves and the zombies on 

screen,  “Everyone faced the awful possibility of joining the shuffling, blank-faced down-

and-outs waiting in line for bread and soup, an economic zombification of terrifying 

proportions” (Russell, 2005, p. 23). The exotic locations of these early films and the more 

often then not black or mulatto villains also served to highlight anxieties stemming from 

America’s imperialist attitudes (Bishop, 2010; Rhodes, 2001; Russell, 2005).  The 

zombie, a new world monster, was exposing specifically American fears molding itself 

into a truly American monster.  

 With the advent of WWII American audiences began to see a shift in the zombie 

movies being made as new fears began to emerge. Filmmakers behind the creation of 

zombie movies were beginning to imagine a new power behind the control and creation 
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of the zombie. Films like Revenge of the Zombies (Monogram Pictures, 1943) and King 

of the Zombies (Monogram Pictures, 1941) were moving away from voodoo priests as the 

power controlling the zombies, instead choosing to show Nazi scientists as the evil power 

behind the walking dead. These changes also led to slow move away from the voodoo 

zombie type allowing new zombie types to emerge, most notably the science gone wrong 

zombie type. While these zombies were often still of the voodoo style, being controlled 

by an outside force, the method of zombification was moving away from magic and 

towards more scientific origins. Mirroring America’s growing reliance on science and 

technology both as weapons and as means of improving our lives. The American 

population was outgrowing the fears of magical, occult power and growing into the fears 

of the nuclear age (Bourke, 2005; Russell, 2005). As American entered the Cold War the 

powers controlling zombies began to shift yet again. Now in addition to Nazi controlled 

zombies there were alien controlled zombies.  

As America exited the turbulence of the 1960s the zombie found itself once again 

being reborn, both in type and in style. This new style of zombie would influence all 

zombie movies going forward (Bishop, 2010; Hervey, 2008; Jones, 2002; Russell, 2005). 

George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) produced at the end of the counter 

culture movement, as American appeared to be imploding, served as a stark commentary 

on the American society, “…the Pittsburgh director molded it into a wide-ranging 

critique of contemporary America marked by unrelenting nihilism, graphic violence and 

visceral scenes of a world turned completely upside down” (Russell, 2005, p. 65). 

Through use of stark realism and graphic violence Romero forced audiences to confront 

fears regarding societal collapse, homogenization, and viral disease (Bishop, 2010; 
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Hervey, 2008; Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005). The first zombie movie to 

portray zombies as cannibals able to spread their condition through bites Romero boldly 

addressed longstanding cultural taboos regarding cannibalism and contamination using 

them to highlight the rotten nature of American society (Phillips, 2005).  

With Night of the Living Dead (1968) Romero hammers the audience with the 

familiar made unfamiliar, or unheimlich as Freud dubbed it, forcing the audience to 

confront their fears and anxieties as viewed from every day life (Bishop, 2010). As 

Hervey (2008) notes, “Many elements of Night were familiar, but its originality comes 

partly from twisting the familiar into something radically new, subverting and inverting 

the expectations it sets up” (p. 29). Bishop (2010) goes on to point out, “Furthermore, 

such creatures accomplish what Freud calls the return of the repressed and force us to 

face our deepest, our mot primal fears” (p. 108). There is no exotic “other” in this film, 

no outside influence controlling the character’s actions. Instead the audience is faced with 

themselves, transformed into the “other” by violence and infection (Bishop, 2010; 

Hervey, 2008). Forced to confront their most basic fears the audience looks on as 

everything they once held dear is subverted and destroyed, including their sense of self. 

The realistic, almost documentary style of the film, forced audiences to draw parallels 

between what they were seeing on the screen and the accounts of violence they were 

hearing every day on the news (Hervey, 2008; Phillips, 2005). For audiences of the film 

there was no where to turn, no fantasy within the film to escape to, only harsh reality 

grasping at them from the screen. Audiences were forced to confront the horror of what 

they were seeing and the fear that it evoked. With no mad scientist or evil priest to blame 
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audiences began to move away from fearing the power behind the zombie and began to 

fear the zombie itself (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005).  

Romero’s choice to make his zombies viral, thus setting a standard for all zombie 

films moving forward became increasingly topical as America moved into the last 

decades of the twentieth century. The fear of disease has always plagued humanity, lying 

just under the surface, and with the advent of the viral style zombie that fear was brought 

to the forefront. In the 1980s and 1990s the American people had more to fear from 

disease then ever before with the discovery of the AIDS virus. Bourke (2005) notes of the 

twentieth century that, “War, famine, pestilence and violence figured routinely in the 

mass media, but responses to this suffering elicited emotions such as horror, pity, 

indifference, but rarely fear. The only exception was when death threatened ourselves” 

(p. 321). With the discovery of AIDS and how quickly it seemed to spread the viral 

zombie became an even more horrific and fearful monster. Suddenly the idea of an 

apocalypse tied directly to a viral outbreak became a tangible reality, as fears of our 

inability to treat new diseases and our own body’s inability to cope with new and rapidly 

mutating diseases began to spread (Jones, 2002). This fear was compounded by the news 

media’s reactionary response to new and evolving outbreaks, spreading false information 

that caused anxieties to soar. The 1980s saw a steady rise in the number of viral zombie 

types form 6% in the 1970s to 25%, this trend would continue into the 1990s with 33% of 

zombie films made in that decade infectious in nature. The fact that science could not 

explain where these diseases were coming from or why they had suddenly appeared 

coincides with the increase in the spontaneous/supernatural zombie type, which 

represented 39% of all zombie films made during the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Fewer 
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and fewer zombie films of the 1980s and 1990s were providing their audiences with a 

villain to point at. Zombies as a force of nature or the supernatural could not be stopped, 

just as AIDS and other deadly virus could not be stopped. The growing popularity of this 

zombie type shows how well the zombie serves as a metaphor for our fear of disease 

more so then vampires or other monsters. 

At the end of the twentieth century new fears and anxieties plagued the American 

people while older more ingrained fears remained. The American people were still 

concerned about the loss of self and homogenization, a fear which zombies aptly 

represented through their ability to turn individuals into members of their mindless 

hoards. Fears about social collapse and apocalypse merged with fears regarding pollution 

and nuclear disasters. Increasing mistrust in the authority of the government, military, 

science and big business added to these fears. New incurable diseases brought more 

social strain and a greater realization of the frailty and vulnerability of our bodies 

(Bourke, 2005; Jones, 2002; Russell, 2005). The zombie, like it had for previous 

generations, proved a perfect vehicle for which filmmakers and audiences could address 

these fears in a safe manner, confronting their fears while at the same time keeping a safe 

distance from them. As the twentieth century drew to a close and the twenty-first century 

began, fears concerning American vulnerability and the devastating effects of disease 

exploded. 

On September 11th, 2001 the most extensive terrorist attack of American soil 

occurred. Americans were suddenly faced with the incontrovertible fact that they were 

not safe and that their very society was a target. Two new film series in the zombie genre 

combined the fears of terrorism, the apocalyptic nature of disease, and the ever increasing 
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anxiety over biological weapons and new diseases to devastating effects. Taking the 

science gone wrong type zombie away from fears regarding nuclear pollution and into the 

medical laboratory, playing on the increasing fears of bioterrorism and drug resistant 

viruses:  

Unseen, yet harmful, microbes and bacteria were to the task previously carried 
our by evil spirits. Scientist replaced sorcerers in threatening to destroy the world. 
The rise of science provided modern individuals with threats just as chilling as the 
plague. Indeed, the three most terror inspiring creations of the past two centuries 
were born in laboratories. Shrapnel, nuclear bobs, and biological weapons were 
modernity’s gift. (Bourke, 2005, p.5) 

 
The Resident Evil series which began in 2002 with Resident Evil (Screen Gems) focuses 

on a corrupt multination corporation, called Umbrella, which has developed a biological 

weapon for their own secretive purpose. As the series progresses – there are currently 

five films released and a sixth in production due out in 2012 – the virus spreads around 

the world infecting not only humans but animals as well, causing world wide devastation. 

As the title of the third installment of the series Resident Evil: Extinction (Screen Gems, 

2007) suggests, this is no longer an apocalyptic event but an extinction event, wiping out 

almost all life on earth. The series plays upon audiences’ fears of pollution, which had 

continued to grow from that past two decades, and anxieties regarding the ever increasing 

power and apparent corruption of large corporations, coming after scandals like the 

Enron scandal in 2001  

 The second major new series to emerge in the 2000s was the 28… series 

comprised of 28 Days Later (Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, 2002) and 28 

Weeks Later (Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation, 2007), and an upcoming film to 

be released in 2013. Where as the Resident Evil series focused on a viral weapon created 

by an evil multinational corporation, the 28 series focuses on a virus created in a medical 
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laboratory. The audience is never sure if it is a school, military, or corporate structure. 

The series also marked a another change in zombie style, moving away from the 

relatively slow moving shambling, reanimated corpses of previous generations, to fast 

moving living zombies. Now not even the fact that the zombies were dead separated 

audiences from the realization that the zombies were us, not some “other.” The film also 

plays on terrorist fears through use of an extremist animal rights group. The group breaks 

into the laboratory, and unheeding of the lone scientist’s warning releases the infected 

animals who quickly attack their would-be rescuers, spreading the virus. The film draws 

parallels to the kamikaze nature of modern day terrorists and their disregard for the 

consequences of their actions, highlighting the danger of biological weapons in the hands 

of extremists.  

 However, it is the virus that is the truly horrifying aspect of the film. Fast moving 

and quick burning, the Rage virus as it is called, spreads rapidly through all bodily fluids 

and is immediately effective. There is no down time in which infected and their family 

members can contemplate their fates as in previous films. Once infected the virus takes 

only seconds to transform its host into a ragging monster. The film takes the ingrained 

fears regarding disease and brings it to the fore front of the audience’s mind” 

 Tapping into millennial fears about biological warfare, chemical attacks and viral 
outbreaks, 28 Days Later proved the perfect index of the western world’s post-
9/11 apocalyptic anxieties. The fact that the film’s release coincided with the 
SARS panic seemed less like serendipity than proof of how well it had plugged 
into the zeitgeist. (Russell, 2005, p. 179) 

 
The series presents the audience with a stark vision of the future, calling upon visceral 

fears of disease and social destruction and coupling them with fears of terrorism and 

growing social violence.  
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Post-9/11 films like Resident Evil (2002) and 28 Days Later (2002) paved the way 

for the increase in zombie films during the new millennium. They showed that the 

zombie was more than capable in adapting to the fears of twenty-first century America. 

The large spike is zombie films made from 2000 to 2010, a 71% increase from the 

previous three decades alone, certainly shows that zombie films have lived up to the 

challenge. According to Russell (2005):  

 The fear of natural disasters and terrorist attacks certainly seem to have found a 
pop culture outlet in the zombie movie. It’s something that has led to some 
unlikely intersections. We live in unsettling, uncertain times where – for whatever 
reason – our faith in the cohesion of the social order has been profoundly shaken. 
The zombie myth, which has evolved over the decades to become less about race 
or magic than about the apocalypse itself, seems to have become the perfect 
expression of these fears. (p. 192) 

 
The ability of the zombie film to serve as allegory for our fears, both topical and inherent, 

has made them an indicator of our cultural anxieties, through watching zombie films from 

various eras we can tap into the socio-cultural fears that each affecting each generation. 

What we see is that while some fears are tied to specific generational causes. Such as the 

Great Depression in the late 1930s, the Vietnam War in the 1960s and the September 11th 

terrorist attacks in the 2000s. Those fears are themselves tied to deeper, ingrained fears 

that haunt our society across generations and decades (Bishop, 2010; Bourke, 2005; 

Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005). More specifically the zombie has come to 

embody the fears of societal collapse, disease, and loss of self.  

 

Conclusion 

Between the years 1932 and 2010 more than 278 zombie films have been released 

in the United States alone (Table A1 found in Appendix A). These films are the 
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precursors to zombie video games and live action zombie events. They established the 

types and styles of zombies used in these activities and which fears they seek to invoke. 

Zombie themed live action events have arisen due to the zombie’s ability to adapt to, and 

serve as a metaphor for specific socio-cultural fears – namely social destruction, loss of 

self, and disease. No longer satisfied by passive confrontation through film, these events 

allow participants to actively confront these fears in increasingly more realistic ways. 

Through participant observation and media analysis my research will illuminate the 

cultural phenomena of live action zombie events, the people who participate in them, the 

reasons they do so, and what purpose the zombie serves within them. 



 

Chapter II 

Research Method  

 

Research for this project began with an analysis of American zombie films from 

1932 to present. This was done in order to establish the history of socio-cultural fears 

associated with the zombie as well as to distinguish the types and styles of zombies 

created by the American film industry. The zombie types used in specific films 

correspond to specific socio-cultural fears apparent within each decade. While the zombie 

styles used correspond with deeper socio-cultural fears which spanned generations. There 

are three distinct zombie styles which, in order of evolution are: Voodoo, Romero and 

Rage. The five zombie types are as follows: 

 “Voodoo Zombie”: Zombies created by a voodoo practitioner, or other 
supernatural practitioner, and which can be controlled by its creator, often 
called the zombie master. While this is most often a voodoo priest, 
variants on this theme are often found in early zombie movies with mad 
scientists, taking the role of voodoo priest, using a combination of science 
and supernatural power to control the zombie. 

 “Spontaneous/Supernatural”: Zombies in which no cause for their creation 
is ever mentioned and zombies that arise due to ancient curses or satanic 
will.  

 “Science Gone Wrong” (SGW): Zombies created by accident, or on 
purpose, through science; including nuclear radiation, biological testing, 
bio-warfare, and others. Example: the zombies from the Resident Evil 
series.  

 “Alien”: Zombies created through alien encounters with an unknown alien 
species.  

 “Natural Contagion”: Zombies created by some hither to unknown 
biological agent natural to the earth, or a natural non alien created spore, 
toxin, or radiation from space 

 
When examining zombie films only those made for American audiences over forty 

minutes in length were considered. Films which involved any other creature inhabiting 
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human bodies were rejected for consideration as these can be more aptly considered 

invasion narratives, for example Invasion of the Body Snatchers (United Artist, 1978). It 

is important to distinguish the style and zombie types used as live action zombie activities 

and events draw from these archetypes. 

 The next step in this research involved the creation of an online survey and the 

attendance of live action zombie events. Through participant observation I attended three 

zombie walks, one each in Myrtle Beach, SC, Boston, MA, and Chicago, IL, as well as 

one Humans vs. Zombies game, held by Guards Up! Inc. in Burlington, MA and one 

zombie LARP held by the Prophesy LARP group in Charlton, MA in July of 2008. Semi-

structured interviews were conducted during the three zombie walk attended, and one 

formal interview was conducted with one of the Storytellers of the Prophesy zombie 

LARP. A Storyteller is an individual who creates the storyline for a LARP and who runs 

the game when it is playing. An online survey was created via 

(www.surveymonkey.com) and participants of each event, as well as other events not 

attended, were given the link used to access the survey.  

 

Participants 

 There are two sets of participants for this research those who were recruited for 

the online survey and those who attended live action zombie events. Survey participants 

were gathered from both the live action zombie events attended as well as electronically 

from websites, Facebook pages and other social networking sites devoted to live action 

zombie events. Participants recruited in person were handed a business card with the 

survey link printed on it, while participants recruited electronically were given a live link 
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to follow to access the survey. Participants of the live action zombie events were 

approached and asked if they would mind being asked questions on camera. Those who 

replied yes were then given short semi-structured interviews. Zombie walk participants 

chosen for semi-structured interviews were done so as randomly as possible. Participants 

were chosen from those who had highly detailed costumes, as well as those who had 

minimal to no costume on. As these events are extremely social most participants were 

happy, if not eager to take part in interviews.  

 Live action zombie events are highly charged atmospheres; participants are 

excited, and before the event begins there is a large amount of anticipation in the air. Due 

to nature of LARPS and Human vs. Zombie games participants had to be recruited either 

before or after game play. Once game began players would have to stay in character and 

obtaining interviews and survey participants would be intrusive and disruptive to the 

game. I discovered that pre-game recruitment proved difficult as players were excited 

about the up coming game and were either getting into character or prepping for game 

play. In the LARPs, gathering participants at the game proved especially difficult as 

many players were confused about my standing. More then once I had to explain to 

players that I was an actual candidate for a Master’s in Anthropology and was truly 

collecting observational and survey data, and that is was not part of the character I was 

playing in the game. This led me to post the survey information in the “out of character” 

area of the forums created by the LARPs that were contacted. Posting within the Forum 

allowed players to access the survey, and to contact me with questions. It also allowed 

me to post questions for players to answer. Posting in the out of character area made sure 

that players understood that the survey and any questions were not part of game play.  
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 Both zombie walks, Humans vs. Zombies games, and zombie LARPs are events 

which attract a young demographic. Of the survey participants 58% were between the 

ages of twenty and twenty-nine, while 19% were between the ages of thirty and thirty-

nine. Only 10% of participants were over the age of forty. Zombie walks especially 

attract a younger demographic than zombie LARPS. Many of the participants approached 

during the three zombie walks attended were under the age of eighteen and therefore 

unable to participate in this research. In one instance, at the Myrtle Beach Zombie Walk, 

I asked a father of two young girls what had made him attend the event. He replied his 

daughter was “into zombies” and was the one who wanted to attend, he was simply 

chaperoning her. Unfortunately, the girl was only ten years old and I could not record her 

responses for this research. Any future study of these events will have to include 

participants under the age of eighteen in order to achieve an accurate record of them.  

 

Measures 

 The survey for this project was created via SurveyMonkey.com 

(https://www.surveymonkey.com) and all data resulting from the survey was calculated 

through this site. SurveyMonkey.com was chosen due to its potential familiarity with 

participants. The survey was designed to be blind with no personal identification being 

requested from participants. An initial test of the survey was given to ten participants 

who were gathered from a zombie LARP. All images and video taken of live action 

zombie events and participants was captured using a Sony Handycam DCR DVD810 

Camcorder. Video and images were edited with the use of Sony Vegas Movie Studio 
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Platinum 9.0 and Sony Picture Utility PMB for Handycam software. All observational 

data was analyzed manually by the researcher.  

 

Procedures 

 In preparing for participant observation the first order of business was finding 

events in which to attend. A Facebook search resulted in a list of potential zombie walks 

to attend, three of which fell within the time frame of this research. In preparing for these 

events I participated in discussions on the Facebook “wall,” and invitation pages for each 

walk I planned on attending: the Myrtle Beach Zombie Walk, Zombie March Chicago, 

and Boston Zombie March VII. In these discussions participants shared information on 

costumes, walk route, local hotels and restaurants for those coming from out of town, as 

well as favorite zombie movies, videos, and other zombie related items. These sites 

created a sense of shared community and worked to build excitement long before the 

actual event was to be held. The Humans vs. Zombies game attended was found through 

a horror MeetUp group I belong to, the group leader heard of the events hosted by Guards 

Up! Inc and invited group members to attend.  While many of the group members had 

never met before, the fact that we were an established group also created a pre-existing 

sense of community and shared goals within the group. The Prophecy Zombie LARP was 

found through a Google search. This LARP does not have an exiting forum, and while it 

does have Yahoo and Google groups, these are designed for disseminating information 

rather than player interaction. While some players arrived in groups there were many who 

did not, thus making the time before game play began the first time many players had met 

or communicated with each other. There was no preexisting sense of community at the 
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beginning of game, this worked well in the game’s favor as we literally played groups of 

people meeting for the first time in a stressful situation.  

 Participation in the Prophesy Zombie LARP took the most preparation. Many 

LARPs are closed groups, normally made up of people who have been playing LARPs 

for a number of years. New players are often recruited from friends or from other LARP 

groups. Players are often wary of anyone claiming to wish to study the game or the 

players due to previous negative reports and stereotyping of LARPing and gamers – the 

name for people who play roll playing games. I contacted four zombie-LARP games 

during my research of which only, Prophesy, responded back that I could come and 

conduct research. Two other games said they would be happy to have me as a player, but 

I could not conduct research at game – though they each allowed me access to their 

forums to recruit research participants. The fourth LARP contacted did not respond at all. 

Of the three games which agreed to my participation, if not my research, they did so 

based on the fact that I am an established LARPer – the name for a person who 

participates in LARPs – and in one instance because I knew one of the established 

players. By the time logistics of my participation were established for two of the games 

the dates in which they were running, were past the point in which I was collecting data. 

The Prophesy LARP allowed me to conduct research during game play because one of 

the Storytellers has a background in Anthropology and was interested in my study. 

Gaining access to these events proved difficult, and future research will need to take this 

into consideration.  

 There are many different types of LARP games and of the games contacted each 

one approached the zombie genre differently. LARPs can be categorized into two length 
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types “long term” and “one off.” Long term games are played over time both online and 

in person. They involve an ongoing plot with established players and characters. The 

main action of the game takes place during live events which are normally held one to 

two weekends a month, and can either last the whole weekend or take place in one day. 

Forums are used for the online aspect of the game which allows players to continue to 

work on character and plot development outside of the live action events. Of the four 

games contacted three were long term games. One off games take place over a weekend, 

the plot is not ongoing and is designed to be resolved over the space of the weekend. 

Players are not established and each devises a new character for the game. Each of the 

three games which responded back to me approached the zombie genre differently. 

Prophesy designed a one off LARP which took place in the “real world,” in which the 

zombie apocalypse was just occurring. Players were tasked with surviving a zombie 

epidemic as if it were occurring during modern times. The second LARP contacted, 

Dystopia Rising, is a long term LARP set in a post apocalyptic “real world” future in 

which zombies roam. The third game, End Game, takes place is a supernatural post 

apocalyptic future in which magic, zombies, and other fantasy creatures exist. Each of 

these LARPs is a boffer-LARP in which foam weapons are used for fighting, at no time 

are players allowed to fight using their hands. Acts of physical contact, such as being 

bitten by a zombie, are mimed and accompanied by an explanatory statement with an 

accompanying statement of how much damage is done, for example “I bit you; 3 

damage,” or “I am ripping at your leg, it causes 2 damage.” While this may seem to break 

the action, when actively playing having another player standing over you miming biting 

you or eating your intestines can be disturbing and surprisingly realistic. 
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 Regardless of the type of zombie LARP attended each player must create a 

character based upon the rules of game play for the given LARP. In preparation for 

playing the Prophesy Zombie LARP I created a character given the set of character skills 

and abilities allowed to me. I also created a background story which described who my 

character was, what she was doing when news of the zombie apocalypse happened and 

how she had arrived at the area where the safe camp was located (Figure B1 found in 

Appendix B). To begin players must choose a background for their character from a set 

list. I chose “Famous” for my character, meaning that she was someone who was known 

for something, in my case I chose to make her a news reporter. This background came 

with the ability to replenish my “focus,” or mental resources, once per round if needed; it 

also provided the excuse for me to carry a video camera during the game, thus making 

my recording a part of the game and less intrusive. In the Prophesy LARP system, 

players are given six free points which they can spend on life and focus points. Life 

points equal the damage your character can take, the more points the harder it is for your 

character to be killed. Focus points equal the mental abilities of your character and how 

well they can focus during a crisis or stressful situation. To begin each character is given 

two life and one focus point players then add to those points using the six free points. For 

my character I spent two points on life and four points of focus, making my total: life – 

four points, focus – five points. This allocation of points reflected my character’s 

background as an individual who was more intelligent than physically tough. Players are 

also given fifty skill points to spend on various background skills offered. Each skill has 

different advantages and drawbacks depending on their level and help flesh out the 

character. Thus someone who wanted to play a tough military character would choose 
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skills that would fit that background like small arms, bomb making, and leadership. As an 

example for my character I choose: “Desperation” which allowed me to achieve an action 

normally outside my character skills level, if the situation was desperate enough, and 

“Rumor” which allowed me access to rumors regarding our situation, for instance what 

had created the zombies. I also chose to bank ten skill points so I could learn skills in 

game, such as better fighting techniques. As this was a boffer-LARP I had a foam fire 

poker created for the game based on the weapons rules. I chose this item as an object 

someone might reasonably grab as a weapon if they were fleeing their home. Once a 

character is created and approved by the Storytellers the player brings that character to 

life during the game. As long as game is running players are required to stay in character 

at all times, players respond as their characters using the skills and background they have 

chosen.  

 In contrast preparations for zombie walks and Humans vs. Zombies games are 

much simpler. Humans vs. Zombies games do not require character creation. Players can 

come in costume, most often military fatigues, but it is not required. Players are given the 

situation when they arrive at game and play themselves. Each player is given a Nerf gun 

to use if they do not already have one, and are told the rules of play, which are often very 

simple. Many of these games are played similar to capture the flag with each player 

having colored ribbons to wear. If you are “hit” by a zombie weapon, or if a zombie 

grabs your flag you turn into a zombie. Zombies can only be stopped with use of the Nerf 

weapons. Zombie walks call on participants to dress like zombies, but costumes are not 

required and participants come in all stages of zombie dress. The only rules for these 

events are generally no physical contact and no destruction of property.  
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Chapter III 

Results 

 

Results from the movie analysis and survey are presented in this section. Also 

included here are results from the analysis of the semi-structured interviews conducted 

during the zombie walk events. 

 

Movie Analysis Results  

 According the research there have been approximately 278 zombie films and 

TV/webisodes created in the United States or for dual release in the United States from 

1932 to 2010 (Table A1 found in Appendix A). For the purposes of this specific analysis 

we are calling these films and TV/webisodes zombie media. Table A1 shows the name of 

each zombie film and TV/webisodes organized by date then categorized by zombie type, 

and viral status – either yes or no. From 1930 to 2009 there has been a steady increase in 

zombie films, with a small drop off during the 1990s and a large peak in the 2000s, see 

Figure 1. Of the five zombie types – alien, natural contagion, science gone wrong (SGW), 

spontaneous/supernatural, and voodoo – spontaneous/supernatural had the largest number 

of zombie media of that type at 122, making up 44% of all zombie media. This is 

followed by the SGW type at 26%, the voodoo type at 21%, the natural contagion type at 

5%, and the alien type at 4%. Table 1 shows the number of zombie types per decade from 

1930 to 2010. 
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Zombie Media by Decade
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    Figure 1. Number of zombie media by decade from 1930 to 2009. 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 
 
Number of zombie types per decade from 1930 to 2010 
 

Decades Alien Natural Contagion SGW Spontaneous/Supernatural  Voodoo
1930 – 1939 0 0 1 0 4 
1940 – 1949 0 0 1 1 7 
1950 – 1959 2 0 0 1 3 
1960 – 1969 1 1 1 1 4 
1970 – 1979 0 1 4 4 8 
1980 – 1989 3 2 13 24 15 
1990 – 1999 1 1 8 13 7 
2000 – 2001 4 8 38 62 8 

2010 0 2 7 16 1 
 
 
 
 
Of the 73 SGW type of zombie 39% of those were caused by corporate/medical means, 

28% by the government/military, 12% by nuclear pollution, and 19% by other causes 

including: Nazi experiments, terrorist, drugs, and technology. The research shows that 
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currently 50% of the zombie types in zombie media are viral in nature, with the other 

50% being non-viral. The research also shows a steady increase in the viral nature of 

zombies over time with a large peek between 2000 and 2009 and a corresponding 

decrease in the number of non-viral zombie types (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Comparison of the number of Viral vs. Non-viral zombies between 1930 
and 2009. 

 
 
 
 

Survey Results 

Participants in both zombie walks/crawls and zombie live action games were 

asked to participate in an online survey which was distributed through SurveyMonkey 

(https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/zombiesurvey). In total 159 people participated in the 

survey, participants were allowed to skip any question they felt uncomfortable answering 

Though these events are different in structure and type of attendees, those participating in 

the survey all expressed similar anxieties when asked about zombies. These anxieties are 
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the very same as those evoked in all forms of zombie media. By far the most potent of 

these fears was the loss of autonomy associated with becoming a zombie, the complete 

destruction of the individual at 33.6%. While 62.4% of participants said that what made 

zombies so scary to them was the loss of humanity. The other major fear that participants 

ascribed to zombies was that of disease, 33.1% chose the infectious nature of the zombie 

as the scariest thing about them, while 18.5% noted that they were most scared of disease 

and dying. The zombie also forces audience and participants to confront their anxieties 

regarding governmental incompetence and mistrust and misuse of science. 78.6% of 

participants chose yes when asked if watching zombie media created mistrust in current 

and future science. In a second related question 77.3% chose yes again when asked if 

watching zombie media created mistrust or fear within them in regards to the 

government.  In regards to gender two participants skipped this question of the remaining 

157, 49.7% were female and 50.3% were male. Of the 159 participants three decided to 

skip the question regarding their age, of the remaining 156 participants 55% were 

between the ages of 20 and 29, 19% were between the ages of 30 and 31, 11% were over 

the age of 18 but under 20, and 9% were between the ages of 40 and 41. When asked 

about yearly income four participants opted to skip the question, of the remaining 155 

participants 47.1 % made less $25,000 a year, while 31.6 % made between $25,000 and 

$50,000 a year, and 21.3% made over $50,000 a year. Only two participants decided not 

to answer the question “Are you currently attending a zombie event, or have you attended 

one recently?” of the remaining 157 participants who did answer 91.7% said yes, and 

8.3% said no. When asked if the event they were attending or had or planned to attend 

was their first zombie event 37.9% of the 145 who chose to answer the question said yes, 
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while 62.1% said no. Participants were asked to rate zombies by the scariness of their 

attributes, forty participants chose to skip this question while 119 chose to answer. Figure 

3 shows the average values given for each attribute, while Figure 4 shows the response 

choices for each attribute.  

 
 

 
 

 
    Figure 3.  Average values given for scariness of zombie attributes. 
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 Figure 4. Response choices for zombie attributes rated by scariness. 
 
 
 
 
When asked which of the following three choices (being dead but alive, being controlled 

by someone/something else, and losing your humanity “makes the zombie scariest to 

you?” 62.4% of the 117 participants who responded said “losing your humanity”, while 

24.8% said “being dead but alive”, and 12.8% said “being controlled by 

someone/something else.” Figure 5 show the percentages and response numbers for the 
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survey question asking “Of the following what scars you the most?” in which participants 

were given a specific list to chose from and were asked to choose only one.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. Percentages and number of responses given in regards to the level of 
scariness of specific socio-cultural fears. 
 
 
 
 

For this question 119 participants responded and forty chose to skip. Participants next 

were asked to choose from a specific list of associations when asked “When you think of 

zombies you…” Figure 6 show the results of this question.  
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    Figure 6. Association between zombies and specific zombie themes. 
 
 
 
 
With 47.5% out of respondents choosing the response “Think of disease or mutants” and 

36.7% choosing the response “Think of social destruction.” When asked if they believed 

that zombies were possible 77% of respondents chose yes, while 23% chose no, thirty-

seven participants chose not to answer. Where as when asked if they thought zombies 

were real 25.2% of respondents said yes and 74.8% answered no, forty participants chose 

not to answer this question. Participants were asked, given a set list consisting of the 
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choices – Outer Space, Tropical Islands, Animal Testing, Cities, Medical Disaster, or 

None of the Above – which they associate zombies with. Of the total 159 participants on 

the survey twenty-seven did not respond to this question, of the remaining 132 who did 

57.6% of participants chose “Medical Disaster,” to review all responses see Figure 7. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
       Figure 8. Association between the idea of zombies and specific themes. 
 
 
 
 
When asked if they prefer fast or slow moving zombies 71.2% of respondents preferred 

the slow moving zombie, while 28.8% preferred the fast moving zombie, twenty-seven 

respondents chose to skip this question. Respondents were asked if watching and/or 
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participating in zombie media created fear or distrust in the following: the occult, modern 

and/or future science, the government. Their responses are listed in Table 2.  

 
 
 

Table 2  
 

Percent of participants reporting fear or distrust when watching and/or 
participating in zombie media 

 
Media Content Yes No 

The Occult  1.5% 98.5%

Modern and/or Future Science
 

21.4% 78.6%

The Government 
 

22.7% 77.3%

 
Note. This section was broken up into three separate questions combined here. 131 
participants answered the questions regarding the occult and modern and/or future 
science, while 132 participants answered the questions regarding the government.  

 
 
 
 
Finally, respondents were asked which are scarier zombies or terrorists. 27 participants 

chose to skip this question and 132 chose to respond, with 71.2% of participants choosing 

terrorists and 28.8% choosing zombies.  

 

 

Participant Observation Results  

 Participant Observation occurred at four events total, a zombie LARP held in 

Charlton, MA in July of 2008 – at which I was not able to record video or conduct 

interviews – and three zombie marches held in Myrtle Beach, SC, Boston, MA and 
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Chicago, Il. I was able to video and conduct participant interviews at each of the marches 

attended, with a total of fifty-three interviews conducted of 132 people. Not all 

participants were asked the same questions, and not all interviewees answered each 

question asked. Interviews were given during the events either singularly or in groups. 

Table 3 shows the results of these interviews.  

 
 
 
Table 3 
 
Results of video interview analysis from three zombie walks 
 

Question Response Types 
Number of 
Respondents 

Percent of 
Total 

Why Attending the Walk?   
 For Fun 47 37% 
 To be social 16 13% 
 Zombie Fan 40 31% 
 Other 10 7% 
 Support Charity 15 12% 
na 128  
Why are zombies so 
fun/why is dressing up as 
them fun/Why are events 
popular   

 
A chance to show creativity 

and/or individuality 24 58.50% 
 Associated with other fun things 5 12.20% 
 Get to be Social 3 7% 
 Other 10 24% 
 42  
Why Are Zombies So 
Popular?   
 You Get to Dress Up 1  
 You can be whatever you want 1  
 It's fun and easy to do 1  
 Around like Minded people 1  
 Pop culture made them that way 3  
 They just are 4  

 
Film Industry has made them so 

unique, they are versatile 2  
 Current Trend or fad 2  

 

The vampire is 
overdone/Hollywood has ruined 

the other monsters 2  
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 They are the ultimate monster 2  
 They are closer to reality 1  

 
Everyone's obsessed with the 

end of the world 1  

 
Because of people are interested 

in horror 1  
 Because they kill people 1  
 They are classic 1  
 No consequences to you actions 3  
 I don't know 4  
 Sign of troubled times 1  
 32  
Costume Choice - Why?   
 Mirrors what I do in real life 1  

 
Me on a normal day if I were a 

zombie/ What I had in my closet 7  
 What we found at the store 3  

 
Wanted to wear wedding dress 

again 1  
 Hospital People get infected first 1  
 I like cockroaches 1  
 Wanted to come up with a theme 2  
 16  
How long did it take to put 
together/get ready to day   
 10 min or less 4 14.3% 
 10-20 min 2 7% 
 30 minutes 4 14.3% 
 45 min - 1 hr 7 25% 
 1 - 2 hr 5 18% 
 Over 2 hours 6  21.4% 
 28  
Costumes already had   
 Yes 4 80% 
 No 1 20% 
 5  
How much did your 
costume cost   
 $0-5 2 20% 
 $5-10 3 30% 
 $10-20 3 30% 
 $20-50 2 20% 
 10  
Is this your first Zombie 
Event   
 Yes 19 56% 
 No 15 44% 
 34  
What is the feeling of 
these events?   
 All done in fun 17 81% 
 They are exciting 2 9% 
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 Fun scare 2 9% 
 21  
How did you hear about 
march   
 Word of mouth 2 13% 
 Facebook 11 73% 
 Zombie websites 1 7% 
 Other 1 7% 
 15  

 
Note. Total number of people interviewed 132 during 53 interviews held at three separate zombie walks. 
Not all interviewees were asked the same questions.  
aTotal number of respondents per question. 
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Chapter IV 

Discussion  

 

 It is clear to see that there has been a steady growth in the number of zombie films 

from 1936 to present day (Figure 1), and that the types of zombies used in these films has 

evolved as the times have changed (Table 1). As the zombie genre has grown the zombie 

has adapted to the socio-cultural fears of specific generations, serving as a symbol for 

those fears. As the zombie evolved it came to represent specific ingrained socio-cultural 

fears that went beyond the transient fears of any given generation. The fears of loss of 

self, social collapse and disease became the hall marks of the zombie genre. The 

zombie’s ability to adapt and the fact that, unlike other monsters such as vampires and 

werewolves, it is not tied to long standing European literary and folk traditions, allows it 

to encompass these fears in new and evolving ways (Bishop, 2010, Russell, 2005). A new 

monster for a new world, the zombie is not tied to European traditions and customs. The 

zombie, as a truly American monster, is able to address modern fears in ways that the 

previous established monsters could not (Bishop, 2010; Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; 

Russell, 2005). By introducing the zombie into our established method of fear 

confrontation and exploration via horrific tales the American people have created a way 

for themselves to address their socio-cultural fears through a highly adaptable medium – 

the zombie genre. Thus ensuring that the zombie stays current and securing the zombie 

its continuous popularity. However, as American culture progressed into the new twenty-

first century and socio-cultural fears grew and developed, the desire to confront our fears 
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in more realistic ways began to emerge. No longer satisfied with passively watching 

zombies on film, audiences sought new ways to confront this monster and the fears it so 

aptly represented. New forms of zombie media allow audience to become active 

participants and in doing so allow them to confront their fears in much more visceral and 

immediate ways. Zombie video games and live action zombie events allow audiences 

new and more intense ways to experience the zombie genre. 

 

Zombies Invade Video Games 

 As the zombie genre proliferated in the film industry it also began infiltrating 

other forms of media as well, namely video games. The popularity of these creatures and 

their ability to encompass our fears made them perfect vehicles for other forms of 

entertainment. Starting in 1984, with the release of the video game Zombie Zombie, there 

have been over eighty zombie video games released including the immensely popular 

Plants vs. Zombies by PopCap Games. Most of these games took their influence from the 

Romero style zombies – cannibalistic, viral reanimated corpses – using the natural 

contagion, science gone wrong, and spontaneous/supernatural zombie types. These media 

types play upon the same fears that zombie films had, social destruction, loss of self, and 

disease, but in a much more immediate sense. No longer were you separated from the 

zombies by a big screen, relegated to the position of a viewer, instead video games asked 

you to become a part of the action.  

 In 1996 the most significant event in zombie video production up to that time 

occurred, Capcon Inc. released the video game Resident Evil, created by Shinji Mikami, 

for the Playstation console. The game would later go on to inspire the Resident Evil 
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movie franchise. Mikami took his inspiration from Romeo’s previous zombie films, 

choosing to eschew the campy look of the video games of the 1980s in favor of a more 

realistic feeling game (Russell, 2005). The game was an immediate success. Within five 

years of its release Capcon Inc. produced five different versions, and continues to release 

new versions on different gaming consoles, including two new games scheduled for 

release in 2011. The game highlights the viral aspect of the zombie and the use of 

biological weapons, calling forth the players socio-cultural fears regarding disease and 

the misuse of science. In addition to tasking its players with the destruction of the 

zombies, players are required to puzzle out where the zombies originated from and how 

and why they were created. Resident Evil (1996) uses a number of atmospheric locations 

and sound effects to create a sense of realism and rising tension, taking players out of the 

safety of their living rooms and into a world fraught with disease and danger (Russell, 

2005). Players were not being asked to sit passively while zombie rampaged across the 

screen, instead they were asked to become a part of the action, their own survival 

dependant on their ability to act. This new type of gaming dubbed “survival horror” 

makes survival, not winning the objective of the game (Russell, 2005). The object 

becomes getting out alive, not winning. The sense of immediate danger and the 

knowledge that your choices would have direct consequences in your attempt to survive 

made it one of the most terrifying games on the video game market. Resident Evil (1996) 

was so terrifying in fact, that all zombie video games going forward would apply the 

same formula, offering audiences a new and more intense way to confront their fears 

regarding death and disease.  
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The popularity of the zombie in the video game format has also led other video 

game genres to adopt the zombie for their traditionally non zombie game. For example, 

the Call of Duty game series, produced by Activision, introduced a zombie mode in their 

2008 title Call of Duty: World at War, which featured Nazi zombies. However, the 

zombie mode was only accessed as a game “Easter egg” available only after the player 

had already won the game and watched the credits. The zombie game mode was so 

popular with players that in Activision’s most recent release Call of Duty: Black Ops 

(2010) it was added as a standard game mode which players could choose. Unlike the 

actual game, which is a first person shooter and can be won by the completion of 

missions, the zombie mode of the game is a survivalist game, where like other zombie 

games before it, the goal is not to win, but to survive.  

Zombie video games focus on the viral nature of the zombie and the science gone 

wrong zombie type, tapping into our fears regarding disease, contamination, corporate 

science, biological weapons, and bio terrorist (Bourke, 2005; Russell, 2005). The sense of 

danger is very immediate and personal, unlike films where you are watching a character, 

in video games you become the character. These games however, leave out the not so 

subtle message of Romero’s movies, especially Night of the Living Dead (1968), that the 

survivors are as dangerous as the zombies, and that when group dynamics dissolve all 

hope of survival is lost (Hervey, 2008; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005). Zombie video 

games do not focus on societal collapse, instead focusing on the zombie invasion and the 

need to survive. While the player is made aware of the collapse of societal institutions, 

such as military and police forces, these aspects are only background elements used to 
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increase a players anxiety. The player is forced to realize that there is no societal 

authoritative institutions left standing that will be able to help them survive.   

Zombie video games do allow multiplayer modes where two or more players can 

play at once, when playing with others the game play shifts from sole survival to group 

survival strategy. Since you are playing a predetermined pixilated character your avatar’s 

actions are not fully yours to control, thus personality, personal fears and desires do not 

enter into the game. While the game may evoke feelings of anxiety and fear there is only 

so many ways a player can react to this. A player may feel they want to run and hide or 

abandon their companions, but the game will not allow them this choice, they are only 

able to make decisions about their actions within the narrative of the game. Thus players 

are faced with only one option, to focus on the zombies and survival. According to 

Mikami, creator of the original Resident Evil (1996) video game, the “main attraction” of 

these games is fear (Russell, 2005, p. 171). Players want to be scared, they want to 

experience that fear. Zombies are the vehicle used to produce that fear, specifically fears 

of contagion and science gone wrong which were the most effective themes in the zombie 

movie genre (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005). As Ragan (2006), Tamborini & 

Weaver (1996), and Findlay (2007) note people seek out frightening stories in order to 

confront and experience fears in a safe environment. As early as 1984 confronting fears 

associated with zombies via film was no longer enough, people wanted a more real and 

immediate experience resulting in the rise of the zombie video game. Peoples’ need to 

explore and confront their fears regarding disease and misuse of science corresponded 

with growing concerns over the AIDS virus, nuclear power, and bio terrorism which were 

expanding starting in the 1970s and continuing into today (Bourke, 2005; Russell, 2005).  
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These games however, do not take the fear of contamination and disease to it 

inevitable end; they do not allow players the horrific experience of turning into that 

which they fear. Controlling the extent to which the player is allowed to confront and 

examine their fear. Once bitten in a game your character dies, the screen goes black and 

the player is given the option to end the game or replay the episode. The player does not 

experience the actual infection, the pain of dying, or returning as a zombie. While some 

games are starting to create a zombie modes, where you play as one of the undead, rarely 

do you have a video game in which once bitten the game continues and your avatar rises 

as one of the undead horde, and never is a game designed so that if your avatar dies the 

game ends and you can not replay. The ability to shut off the game or restart establishes a 

boundary between game play and reality. Allowing players to step back to safe distance, 

clam the fears and anxiety that the game produced throughout play, and if they so desire 

either stop game play all together or return to the game.  

With the invention of mobile technology including smart phones, tablets, massive 

multiplayer online worlds, and Facebook, zombie game play has spread even further. 

However, these games take on another shape, while some of them follow the narratives 

established by previous zombie games with the aim to evoke fear; many others take new 

track seeking to disarm fear with humor. On Facebook there are over 100 zombie related 

games and apps for members to play (Facebook 1994-2011, Retrieved August 30th, 

2011). According to Forbes.com zombie related games comprise a large portion of the 

list of top grossing iPhone and iPad apps (Cualfield, 2011). A search of Apple’s iStore 

revealed that there are over 360 game apps containing zombies (Apple Apps Store 2011, 

Retrieved August 30, 2011). In Second Life, a massive multiplayer online universe, which 
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allows players to create their own worlds zombie worlds have started appearing, with 

four such worlds having been created to date (Second Life, Retrieved August 30, 2011). 

Designed like zombie video games, each of these worlds task you with surviving a 

zombie apocalypse. Your avatar must find weapons and fight to survive, in the Zombie 

Attack  world if your avatar is bitten it dies and is brought back to the start of the world 

where you can either exit or continue play, once again the players does not experience 

actually turning into a zombie. Thus controlling the extent to which the player can 

address their zombie related fears.  

While players can certainly play on their own the social aspect of Second Life’s 

design influences how these individual worlds are designed and cooperative group play is 

encouraged. Though players can attack each other this behavior is frowned upon in world 

and can result in being bared from specific worlds or game play altogether (Second Life, 

2011, Policies and Guidelines – Community Standards). Helping other avatars to survive, 

working in groups increases your own avatars, and thus your own, chance of survival. In 

playing Zombie Attack I felt the anxiety and fear of being bitten, the fear of disease and 

contagion, but not the fear of societal collapse. The setting includes an abandoned police 

station however; this is mere dressing used to show the player that there is no police or 

army there to save your survival. Here, like in other Second Life zombie worlds and many 

zombie video games, society has already collapsed and you are presented with the 

aftermath. This aftermath, however, is limited to the remaining zombies, and not 

potentially dangerous human groups which often present themselves in zombie movies, 

making it clear that the zombies are only one problem and most often the most dangerous 

one (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005).  
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While I played in the Zombie Attack world it quickly became apparent that if I 

wanted to survive I needed help, first in understanding the rules of play in the world and 

then in fighting off the zombie horde. The social nature of the game is well understood 

and I very quickly made contact with other players in the small world who gladly showed 

me how to gain weapons, use them, and assisted me in fighting off the horde of zombies. 

As new players entered the world I then used my avatar to assist them. In modern zombie 

movies the survivor groups eventually fracture, falling prey to their own dysfunctions, 

which leads to the death of all but the heroes of the film (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; 

Russell, 2005). In Second Life, however, the groups never reach this point, cooperation 

and social interaction is paramount, thus eliminating the fears of societal collapse. As in 

zombie video games, the fact that your avatar can not truly die, permanently becoming a 

member of the undead, combined with the players prerogative to leave the game at any 

time keeps these zombies from provoking the fear of loss of self associated with zombie 

films (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; Russell, 2005). Once again the focus of these games is 

the fear of the zombie itself, as a vector for contagion and disease, and not on the impact 

that a zombie invasion has on society or the individual. Allowing players to only confront 

one of the socio-cultural fears associated with zombies, the fear of disease and 

contamination and ignoring the other fears.  

Second Life zombie worlds play on the same fears and anxieties that zombie video 

games do, employing the same methods for evoking fear and thus allowing players to 

confront, and literally battle those fears. Other online zombie games have taken another 

approach. Instead of using the zombie to evoke fears they choose to disarm these fears. 

Zombie games such as Zombie Pets on Facebook, and Plants vs. Zombies for mobile 
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devices and computers turn the zombie genre on its head, by transforming the zombie 

into cute and silly animated creatures. In Zombie Pets instead of fighting off zombies 

players are raising them. Players have to feed their zombie bits of gore to keep them 

alive, pet their zombies to keep them happy and build habitats for them. The game 

objective is to keep your pet zombies alive and happy. In Plants vs. Zombies you fight off 

zombie hordes through use of plants which have zombie stopping powers. In each of 

these games the main attraction of the game is not fear but fun. The zombies in these 

games are cute or silly looking animated creatures.  

 
 
 
 

 
        Figure 8: Screen grab of Zombie Pets Facebook game app. 
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       Figure 9. Screen grab of Plants vs. Zombies (PopCap Games). 
 
 
 
 
There is no fear of contamination of loss of self. While survival is still the goal of these 

games, in Zombie Pets it is not your survival you are aiming for but your zombies. In 

Plant vs. Zombies your survival is still at stake but the immediacy of this need and the 

fear factor are removed by the cute settings and third person perspective. The player has 

no avatar that is placed in jeopardy; instead you play to defend you home. Thus instead of 

forcing players to confront the fears normally associated with zombies, these games 

disarm those fears. While playing the game you feel excitement and fun, but no fear. The 

happy sounding music, bright colors and silly or cute looking zombies in these games 

serve to disarm our fears instead of evoking them. By choosing to disarm rather then 

evoke fears these games make themselves available to a wider audience then traditional 
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zombie video games like Resident Evil (1996). Peoples whose fear of zombies or horror 

in general, who do not wish to confront their fears through these mediums, can instead 

disarm their fears through games like Plants vs. Zombies (2009). Instead of forcing us to 

experience and thus confront our fears, these games calm fears, by taking what was once 

scary – the zombie – and turning it into something that is not scary at all, and expanding 

the scope of zombie popularity.  

Video games allow audiences to get even closer to the zombies then before, 

becoming more than just passive watchers. Advances in technology have also lead to 

advances in the zombie genre. No longer are we simply confronting our fears as passive 

watchers, we are also now seeking to disarm them. Funny, silly zombie games allow 

audiences who would have never before accessed the zombie to explore what it is about 

them that we find so scary. These fun zombies allow people to disarm their fears over the 

monster and thus disarm the fears that they represent. By making the zombie silly or 

funny the creators of these games take away the ability of the zombie to frighten, instead 

allowing us to laugh at our fears. This in turn provides a release that is similar to the one 

we experience when we confront our fears, allowing us to explore them and think about 

them without actually having to live them (Ragan, 2006; Tamborini & Weaver, 1996; 

Findlay, 2007). Our increasing desire to confront zombies and thus the cultural fears they 

represent – in both humorous and horrific ways, would lead to another leap forward in the 

zombie genre during the 2000s, as American audiences sought to connect with the genre 

is a more realistic way.  
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Live Action Zombie Events 

 It is unclear where it started or exactly when, but within the first three years of the 

twenty-first century zombies crawled off the screen, out of books and video games and 

into the world. Live actions zombie events began popping up across the country, 

“Zombies have even become iconic postmodern performance art, with zombie-themed 

flash mobs... springing up in the US and Canada” (Russell, 2005, p.192). These events go 

beyond just “postmodern performance art” as thousands of people gather for zombie 

walks in almost every major city across the United States. These events are not the only 

way in which the zombie has invaded reality, live action zombie games have also begun 

appearing throughout the United States. These games take on two forms the Human vs. 

Zombie game format and the full Live Action Roll Playing Games (LARPS) format both 

of which task participants with surviving through a zombie invasion. Through participant 

observation and interviews I have explored these events and their participants.  

 

Zombie Walks  

 Zombie walks/crawls/marches, herby called simply zombie walks, are the most 

numerous of the live action zombie events, though exactly how many of these events 

occur a year is hard to tell given their flash mob design. For this research I attended three 

separate zombie walks in Myrtle Beach, Boston and Chicago and interviewed participants 

of each. When I asked participants how they had learned of the zombie event they were 

attended 73% of participants reported that they had heard of the event through Facebook, 

while 13% had heard about the event through word of mouth. The remaining 14% had 

learned about the event from a zombie walk website or other social networking site 
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(Table 3). With 87% of participants learning about these events from social networking 

sites and the internet it is clear that these events are dependant on these sources for their 

success and continuation. It also makes clear the social nature of these events. On doing a 

Facebook group search for zombie walks I discovered  well over 100 separate zombie 

walk events occurring all over the world, not just the United States. Sites like 

zombiewalk.com (http://www.zombiewalk.com/) and crawlofthedead.com 

(http://www.crawlofthedead.com/) allow zombie enthusiasts to search for walks by date 

and location. Like Facebook, these sites are all dependant on individuals posting 

information, thus not every zombie walk that is held is recorded.   

 A zombie walk occurs when a group of people gather together dressed either as 

zombies and/or zombie survivors. While most serve no real purpose other then to have 

fun, some charitable organizations have linked the idea of the events with fundraisers and 

marketing efforts. The Myrtle Beach Zombie Walk which I attended on April 16th, 2011 

was one such event. The annual event serves as a fund raiser for a local charity as well as 

a marketing event for local punk bands. This march was a meld of both zombie 

enthusiasts and people interested in supporting the selected charity, this year it was the 

Autism Advocate Foundation. For the cost of five dollars participants would have their 

makeup done by semi-professional makeup artists and would be able to attend the 

numerous concerts given by local bands after the walk.  
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                       Figure 10. Myrtle Beach Zombie Walk attendee getting zombie makeup    

applied. 
 

 
 
 

With roughly 500 attendees the event raised $2,300 for the Autism Advocate Foundation.  

 Though the use of zombie walks as a charitable event is growing, most zombie 

walks are not held for any specific cause or reason. Zombie walks are held for the joy of 

dressing up as a zombie, and events can range in size from a few hundred attendees to 

over a thousand. Both the Boston Zombie Walk and Zombie March Chicago had over a 

thousand attendees, but as these events were not strictly organized so an exact headcount 

was impossible. The Facebook invite page for Zombie March Chicago 

(http://www.facebook.com/groups/106882586015467/#!/event.php?eid=1265640307425

04) lists 3,767 attendees and the Boston Zombie March Facebook 

(http://www.facebook.com/groups/106882586015467/#!/event.php?eid=1557461278220

29) event page lists 4,147 attendees, these are overestimates as not all who said they 

would attend did, but it is an indication of how popular these events are becoming. 

According to one report from the Boston Zombie Walk Facebook site at one point the 

walk took up seven blocks as it made its way around the city. The Chicago walk 

meanwhile stretched at least five blocks.  
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                   Figure 11. Boston Zombie Walk invading the Prudential Center, Boston, MA. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
    Figure 12. Zombie Walk Chicago, Cloud Gate Millennium Park. 
 
 
 
 
When asked why they were attending the event 37% of interviews said fun while 31% 

said that they attended because they were zombie fans. When asked the follow up 

question regarding why these events were fun 58.5% of those interviewed said that what 

made the events fun was the chance they provided to get dressed up and show some 

individuality. According to one female attendee of the Chicago walk:  
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It's the only time I can actually dress up and be with other people who like the 
same kind of… arts scenes, and same kind of culture. You don’t actually find 
people dressed up as zombies everyday so when you can get a group it’s so much 
fun… (Interview June 11th 2011) 
 

According to the organizer of Zombie Walk Chicago - creator of Chicago Zombie 

(http://chicagozombie.com/) as website devoted to zombie events throughout the City of 

Chicago – the feel of these events are:  

Fun! And, and look around people are having a great time.  A lot of it is, uh, these 
specifically, are people expressing their creativity, uh, the costumes and the 
concepts behind the costumes are as varied as the people that show up. (Interview 
June 11th 2011)  
 

Zombie walks allow people to express themselves in a creative and different way; both 

diehard zombie fans and people just looking to have an interesting fun time attend.  

There are very few rules associated with zombie walks, everyone is welcome 

regardless of how dressed up they may be or what age they are. I observed people from 

almost every age range at these events, including parents with infants. Zombie walks are 

seen as fun family friendly events, a place to be social and express individuality. 

Participants are not necessarily die hard zombie fans, and there is no standard of 

costuming set, people are free to show up however they choose. When asked how much 

they had spent on their costumes 60% of interviewees stated that they had spent five to 

twenty dollars. While only 20% stated they had spent over twenty, but no more then fifty 

dollars and the other 20% had spent less than five dollars. Interviewees were then asked 

how long it had taken them to put their zombie look together; 39.3% said between a half 

hour and an hour, 21.3% responded that they had taken between five minutes and a half 

an hour, and 39.4% stated that they had spent over an hour up to four days getting ready. 

Figures 14, 15 and 16 below show individuals wearing various zombie costumes, ranging 
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from those that spent little to no money and time on them to those that put major effort 

and expense into their creation.  

 
 
 
 

 
                  Figure 13. Myrtle Beach Zombie Walk participants.  
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                                           Figure 14. Zombie March Chicago woman dressed as zombie 

bride. 
 
 
 
 

 
                                  Figure 15. Zombie March Chicago zombie couple with full costume 

and make up. 
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When asked why she had chosen to be a zombie bride she had the zombie walk 

participant in figure 15 stated that she had wanted to wear her wedding dress again, 

without having to get married again. This was her second time to the event and she and 

her friends wanted to dress up this year. What is clear is that no matter the time and effort 

put in each individual is equally as welcomed into the walk/crawl; there is no 

discrimination against those who do not dress up or those who just join in at the spur or 

the moment. For the first march I attended in Myrtle Beach I worse a very basic zombie 

costume consisting of a torn up tee-shirt and some old shorts, while there I had my make 

up done by one of the makeup artist. When I attended the Boston Zombie Walk I wore 

the same outfit, but did my own very minimal makeup. During the third event, Zombie 

March Chicago, I wore no costume, just my regular street cloths. Regardless of the level 

of my costume I was welcomed at each event with equal acceptance.  

 Regardless of where the event was located each of the zombie walks I attended 

had the same atmosphere of fun and excitement. These events are meant too be joyful, 

not scary. Zombie walks take place in public areas so as to gain attention. The Myrtle 

Beach walk took place on the Boardwalk, the Boston walk started at South Station and 

wound its way through the Boston Common, up Newbury St, through the Prudential mall, 

and up to Government Center – all highly populated areas of the city, and the Chicago 

walk started at Millennium park and traveled through equally popular locations in the 

city. For the Chicago zombie walk I was able to arrive at the starting location over an 

hour before the walk was set to begin – Could Gate in Millennium Park. When I arrived 

there were no zombies in site, and I was able to observe how the mood of the area 
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changed as the zombie players entered the park. As, noted above, for this walk I chose 

not to dress as a zombie, but to still participate in the walk. Cloud Gate was relatively 

calm before the zombie walk attendees started entering the park. Tourists were taking 

pictures; there were some guided tours going on, and residents of the city enjoying the 

nice weather. Slowly people dressed as zombies started entering the Cloud Gate area. At 

first few people realized what was going on, as only one or two zombies were present. 

Participants were at first given a wide berth by many, but as more and more zombies 

started filing into the area the mood of confusion changed to curiosity and non 

participants started asking participants what was going on.  

 One of the things that stuck me most during these events is how open people are, 

more then happy to explain to non participants what was happening around them. While 

some zombie walkers stay in zombie character, most participants are happy to talk to 

people. As even more zombies filed into the Cloud Gate area the excitement level began 

to rise. Zombie participants talked to each other about their costumes, other events they 

had attended, and other non zombie related topics. Participants worked on their costumes 

adding blood and gore, so as to be truly horrific. I observed many acts of participants 

sharing fake blood and other makeup with others who did not have access to the materials 

or with previous bystanders who now wanted to get involved and were willing to become 

bloodied. As I moved throughout the ever growing group the excitement was palpable, 

people were happy and excited to be there. Even though I was not in costume, and 

showed no desire to get bloody I was equally welcomed in the group, the social nature of 

these events in all inclusive regardless of costume level.  
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The number of people who attend these events could easily lead to the energy 

changing from joy to destruction, but episodes of violence and property destruction are 

rare during zombie walks. Participants understand that these events could quickly be shut 

down by authorities if they get out of hand, and so for the most part everyone works 

together and keeps themselves in check. Those participants who cross lines, such as 

tossing fake blood on business windows, are either asked to leave or, as is more often the 

case, just asked to stop by other participants who explain why the behavior is 

discouraged. As one attendee of the Boston zombie walk noted, while she wished some 

participants would be more respectful of non participants overall everyone was behaving 

really well and she was having a great time (Interview May 28th, 2011). It is an unspoken 

rule that every participants agrees to that they do not lay hands on anyone outside of the 

participants in the walk. Zombie walkers, who are in character, may lunge at an observer 

to frighten them but they never grab anyone.  

All of this allows for a safe, fun environment for play. Participants move in and 

out of zombie character throughout the walk, both moaning for brains and talking with 

their friends and other participants. As the zombie walk started and the call went out for 

the zombies to move out of the park, the excitement level rose. Zombies moaned and 

cheered as the large group moved out of the park and onto the sidewalks. At one point 

when approaching a local television studio the chant for brains started up and suddenly 

the whole group was calling for brains. During a break in the walk, as participants 

gathered on a square to regroup a number of walkers started performing the zombie dance 

from thriller. At the end of the walk, the zombie participants once again gathered at 

Cloud Gate and the friendly camaraderie and joys nature of the event continued. 
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Participants talked about the walk, posed for pictures, exchanged information with new 

friends that they had met. Slowly the zombies disbursed leaving the park in small groups 

to make their way through the city. An hour later while sitting in a café I looked out the 

window and saw a group of teenage zombie walk participants walk into a large 

bookstore.  

Participants in these walks age in range from teenagers to adults in their 40s. 

Parents even bring their small children to these events. I observed parents with children 

ranging from infants to pre-teens at each event I attended. In Myrtle Beach one parent 

noted that it was his pre-teen daughter who wanted to attend the event, because she was a 

zombie fan, and he was happy to bring her (Interview April 16, 2011). While some 

participants create back stories for their zombie character many do not. Almost all 

zombies present at all three events though were of the Romero style zombie. I only 

witnessed one participant, at the Myrtle Beach walk, who was specifically dressed in the 

voodoo style – choosing to be a zombie master rather then a zombie slave. Though these 

events could be seen as horrific and frightening – with people dressed in blood and gore – 

they are not. Instead they are seen as fun, not scary. Zombie walks do not force 

participants to confront socio-cultural fears instead they help people to disarm those 

fears.  

From the earliest zombie film White Zombie (1932) up to today’s modern zombies 

the zombie has been a metaphor for homogenization and loss of self. The zombie strips 

away people’s identity, their sense of self, their independence of thought and movement. 

Leaving people as empty shells either waiting for a master’s command or part of a 

mindless group consumed with the need to feed (Bishop, 2010; Russell, 2005). In the 
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1930’s and 1940’s during the Great Depression the zombies stood as a reminder of 

“…the shuffling, black-faced down-and-outs waiting in line for bread and soup…” 

(Russell, 2005, p. 23). It also called to mind the fears of becoming just one in a crowd of 

mindless workers, easily replaced (Bishop, 2010; Rhodes, 2001). During the 1950s and 

1960s the zombie served as a symbol of the evils of socialism as aliens from space 

descended to take over the minds of the American people turning them into mindless 

zombies. As the American people moved into the 1970s the fear of homogenization 

continued and the fear of losing oneself grew (Russell, 2005). While zombie movies 

force us to confront this fear, to examine and understand it, allowing us to explore it from 

a safe distance, zombie walks allow us to disarm those fears (Findlay, 2007).  

Zombie walks are not concerned with the collapse of society or the spread of 

disease and contamination. Instead they focus on the individual. Their very nature as 

social events which require a large group of people to work cooperatively with each 

others dispels the fear of societal collapse. Here is a large group of complete strangers 

working together for no other reason then to have fun. It also became clear that these 

events were social gatherings for friends, as almost everyone I spoke with was part of an 

established group. Few people attend the events on their own. These events are not about 

exposing fears of societal collapse instead they about society coming together, thus 

disarming that aspect which often underpins the horrific nature of the zombie.  

The main socio-cultural fear associated with zombies that these walks disarm is 

the fear of homogenization and loss of self. While participants gather in a group to 

become members of a unified zombie invasion, the homogenization ends there. Each 

participant, whether they are part of a smaller social group attending or not, is an 
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individual. As mentioned earlier 58.5% of attendees said that they enjoy these events 

because they allow them to express their individuality in a way they are not often allowed 

to do. As a male zombie walk participant in Chicago stated, when asked why these events 

are popular:  

Because you get to dress up and be a character for a day or for an event and it 
doesn’t matter. You know you can be whatever you want and nobody’s going to 
think twice of it. You can be around same, same like minded people and they 
don’t think your weird or nothing (Interview June 3, 2011). 
 

Instead of inciting fear through evoking cultural fears, thus forcing us to confront and 

examine them, these events actually disarm those fears by allowing participants to come 

together as individuals. By allowing participants to come however they choose, with as 

little or more costuming as they want zombie walks and marches celebrate the individual 

in the guise of zombies. The message is we may all be zombies, but being a zombie does 

not mean that I am not my own person too. Through exposing children to these events 

parents are teaching them that regardless of if they are part of a group they are also 

individuals and nothing can take that away, not even becoming a zombie.  

No longer relegated to Halloween these events happen throughout the year and 

draw large enthusiastic crowds. The fun and friendly atmosphere of these events 

welcome all to participate. Many attendees I spoke with were attending the events after 

witnessing them the previous year, they had noted how much fun they were and wished 

to participate in them this time. While zombie walks and marches use fun and whimsy to 

disarm the fear of homogenization associated with the zombie genre, attendees still 

recognized the zombie as a horrific creature. It may be fun to dress up as a zombie to 

show your individuality, but zombies are still scary. Their continued scariness is tied to 

their infectious nature and their ability to cause societal collapse, not their dehumanizing 
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properties. When asked why zombies were so scary attendees repeatedly stated that it was 

because there was an actual possibility of a zombie like plague occurring. On the zombie 

survey 33.1% of responders stated that the most terrifying aspect of zombies was the fact 

zombies are contagious, this fear ranked above loss of self and destruction of social order. 

Zombie walks are not designed to address this fear, working to disarm instead of engage 

our fears. As people seek to engage their fears in ever more realistic ways, first in 

movies, then video games and books, and zombie walks are more intense interaction was 

called for.  Where the focus was not fun but fear.  

 

Humans vs. Zombies & LARPS 

 While the feeling of zombie walks/crawls is that of social fun, other live action 

zombie events are not quite so lighthearted. Humans vs. Zombies and zombie Live 

Action Roll Playing games (LARPS) are fun to play, but these games are also designed to 

scare the players. At these events participants are asked to literally fight for their lives 

with the use of foam weapons and Nerf guns. It is unclear exactly when zombie LARPS 

started appearing. As these are enclosed groups with set numbers of players allowed, it is 

difficult to find information on these games as they are closed to the general public. With 

the advent of the internet this is beginning to change as more LARP groups set up 

websites for their games. One of the earliest zombie LARPS came out in 2001 with Eden 

Studios’ All Flesh Must Be Eaten game (Guran 2010). Human vs. Zombie games are 

somewhat easier to find out about as they are more inclusive than LARPS and are often 

run on college campuses. According the official Human vs. Zombies website 

(http://humansvszombies.org) the game was invented at Goucher College in 2005, spread 
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virally over the internet, and it now played at over 650 college and university campuses 

world wide. However, this is a low estimate as it only includes officially registered 

games; many more games of this type are played that are not registered with the official 

site.  

GuardsUp! Inc. - Humans vs. Zombies Game. On March 3rd, 2011 I attended a Humans 

vs. Zombies game held by GuardsUp! Inc. located in Burlington, MA. I was invited to 

the game through a MeetUp group that I belong to, however I had never attended one of 

the group’s events before and knew no one else attending. The game took place in the 

large backroom of a small warehouse space. Tarps were used to create walls within the 

space thus creating smaller sized rooms in a maze like layout. As we waited for the game 

to begin the feeling of the group was one of excitement and anticipation. I was not the 

only person new to the group and some time was spent making introductions and getting 

to know each other. The game began with our two team guides presenting the safety and 

game play information.  All human players wear colored flags on their person, zombies 

do not have flags. For player and staff protection there is no body on body contact, to get 

around this restriction the zombies in the game “vomit” Nerf balls that they throw at 

players to spread the zombie plague. If a player is hit by a zombie twice they themselves 

become zombie and are able to use their Nerf guns to attack the remaining humans. After 

the first zombie vomit hits a player, the player is asked by a guide if they want to be 

human or not, if they agree to stay human they give up their flag and need to avoid being 

hit again, once hit twice by a zombie the player has no choice but to become a zombie 

themselves.  The two guides have the ability to turn player zombies back to human if the 

player zombie is stunned, however the player gets to decide if they want to turn human 
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again or not. There are three of types of zombies in the game: slow movers, fast movers, 

and Subject Zero – a highly mutated zombie that is hard to kill or stun and who moves 

very fast. Once we had all the rules down, had put on our protective eye wear, and picked 

our Nerf guns the group was broken up into two teams, Strike and Sabotage, each with 

their own guide and game goals. The game ends when either all human players are turned 

into zombies, or the objective of the human teams, to kill Subject Zero with a Nerf 

canon/bazooka, is achieved.  

I chose to be on team Sabotage, whose mission was to find pieces of the Nerf 

canon. As the teams broke up we separated and moved into a small room off the hallway. 

Once game play began the overhead lights were turned off and the warehouse area and 

adjoining rooms became dimly lit creating more atmosphere and the mood of the group 

changed from anticipation to nervousness excitement. Almost immediately slow moving 

zombies started appearing creating an anxious feeling that stayed with me. I could tell by 

the cautious and jumpy movements of my group members that they were feeling 

something similar. Once we stunned our first zombie we begin to feel a bit more 

confident of our chances however, we learned rather quickly that the zombies did not stay 

stunned for long. Not being able to see clearly around corners increased our anxiety 

levels as we realized we had no idea where the zombies would be coming from. There 

were certainly points where I was scared enough to yelp and swear and even run when a 

zombie came at me unexpectedly, and my fellow group members were doing the exact 

same thing. These feelings became even worse when we realized that we were quickly 

running out of ammo for our Nerf guns, and that we would have to rely on dodging and 

out pacing the zombies more than using our guns. We were forced to make a decision 
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between going back for more ammunition or forging ahead. Going back for more 

ammunition meant making our way back through the zombies we had just stunned, 

putting ourselves at risk, and making forward progress difficult if more zombies arrived. 

If we moved forward without gaining more ammunition we ran the risk of becoming 

surrounded by zombies without enough ammunition to break through them. We decided 

to try and go back for more ammunition which was only partially successful. Only two of 

us made it to the ammunition supply bucket before the stunned zombies started moving, 

and we could not hold them all off with the supply we had. We decided to abandon the 

bucket and forge ahead. 

It did not take long for the zombies to start “turning” the players into zombies 

which added to the confusion and increasing anxiety of the participants as it was harder 

to tell if a player was zombie or not. Players turned into zombies were simply instructed 

to act like zombies and were given some vomit Nerf balls to throw. I was one of the first 

people turned into a zombie. During our retreat from the bucket I was hit twice by 

zombie vomit, at which point a staff zombie handed me some Nerf balls and explained 

the zombie rules – no running, no cornering, and no touching. No one in my group was 

aware that I had turned and I was within vomit throwing distance when they realized that 

I was not acting normal. The shocked looks and exclamations of my fellow players as 

they realized that I was now attacking them were true and sincere. Becoming a zombie 

completely changes your game play strategies, as you are now trying to stun other players 

so that they too can become zombies. You become less concerned about survival and 

more concerned about finding the humans. As more and more players were turned the 

feel of the game changed, becoming more frenetic as the players who were still human 
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tried to survive the ever increasing number of zombies. At the end of the game only four 

or five players out of a group of about 20 survived, the rest of us had been turned into 

zombies.  

During this game the humans did prevail and killed Subject Zero, but it was easy 

to see how a game could end with there being no human survivors. At the end of the 

game there was a feeling of excitement and energy, and a sense of wishing the game 

could have gone on longer. Fellow players were excited about the game and talking 

animatedly about how they did in the game and how they had felt. Many players 

exclaimed that there were points where they were truly anxious or scared. Upon learning 

that there was a chance of becoming a zombie certain group members laughing talked 

about having to decide if they even wanted to try and stay “alive” or if they really wanted 

to become a zombie right away. However, once game play began no player was seen 

waiting to be turned, all players entered survival mode trying to avoid being attacked.  

The Humans vs. Zombies games generally employ the use of the science gone 

wrong zombie though it occasionally will also use the spontaneous/supernatural type as 

well. The key component of the game however, is that these are cannibalistic viral 

zombies. Thus they tap into the players fears of disease and misuse of science. Fears that 

have become more prominent after the terrorist attacks on September 11th, 2001 and with 

the advent of “super-bugs” which are resistant to normal forms of antibiotics, advances in 

biological weapons like anthrax, and viral outbreak scares like SARS (Bourke, 2005; 

Russell, 2005).  Humans vs. Zombies games incorporate these fears into the game, for 

instance some games split into groups in which one must find the cure or reason for the 

zombie outbreak, while the other goes on the offensive trying to kill the zombies. Other 
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instances of the game have players playing purely for survival. No matter the game type 

each game has a prepared background which almost always incorporates a biological 

weapon either released by accident or due to a terrorist attacks. These are the same 

themes that appear in the zombie films of 2000 to today (Bishop, 2010; Phillips, 2005; 

Russell, 2005). However, instead of sitting in a movie theater confronting our fears with a 

safe barrier between ourselves and the vector for our fears – the zombie, Humans vs. 

Zombies games and zombie LARPS force us to confront our fears without this barrier. 

Our fears, as embodied by the zombie, are literally attacking us.  

Regardless of the Humans vs. Zombies game type the ultimate goal is to survive 

the game, and the easiest way to do this is through cooperation. Society may be ending, 

but the only way to survive is in a group, “The game creates deep bonds between players, 

instantly removing social boundaries by forcing players to engage as equals and 

cooperate for their survival” (HVZ: Human vs. Zombies, 2011). Through a four to six 

hour game session players are forced to confront their fears and overcome them in order 

to survive. Broken into groups they must work with the other survivors to enhance their 

own chances of survival. Cooperative play establishes that despite the chaos around us if 

we cooperate we can achieve our goals and survive; society will not collapse if we can 

work together. This is a departure from the Romero zombie theme which shows that the 

dysfunction of group dynamics and those individual’s selfish desires will ultimately 

break down corporative groups and lead to complete social collapse (Hervey, 2008; 

Russell, 2005). Instead they focus on more modern themes of a small group struggling 

against a larger entity which has caused the collapse such as in the Resident Evil series. 

The short time frame of these games however, does not allow for the full effects of a 
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zombie invasion to take place. Players do not get a sense of society crumbling around 

them, or society having been destroyed and a need to rebuild a safe new world, which is 

constantly menaced. The fast nature of play does not allow for group dynamics to grow 

beyond the need for cooperative survival. Players are not trapped for any extended length 

of time allowing for individual personalities and desires to manifest. Thus fear 

confrontation is regulated to anxieties regarding viral outbreaks and science gone wrong. 

To obtain the experience of confronting all the modern societal fears associated with 

zombies one has to attend a zombie-themed LARP. 

Prophecy Zombie LARP. In July of 2008, I was able to attend a zombie-themed LARP 

presented by the Prophecy gaming group (http://www.zombielarp.com/). A horror 

survival LARP the three day long event began on Friday evening with the beginning of 

the Zombie apocalypse. Players, each with their own characters and abilities, were then 

tasked to survive the weekend. Players designed their characters in advance given a set 

rule of abilities and attributes to choose from. The setting was a military “safe camp” 

which had been setup in western Massachusetts, and the players, as the survivors, had 

each made their way their through increasing social collapse and zombie hordes. As the 

weekend progressed players were forced to confront their fears of death, disease and 

disintegrating social structure, all in the guise a zombie apocalypse.  

Upon arriving at the game site players were assigned sleeping cabins and rules of 

play were gone over. Play would begin at a specific time at which point players would be 

tasked to make their way from the parking lot to the “safe zone,” play would continue 

until midnight at which point “hard roll playing” would cease – meaning there would be 

no plot advancement or zombies attacks – and players were encouraged, but not required, 
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to continue “soft role play” – staying in character – until play resumed at a set time in the 

morning. From that point on play would not end until after midday Sunday, it was 

stressed that play would continue throughout the night Saturday. As I was not playing in 

a prearranged group and was new to boffer LARPS, though not new to LARPing, I was 

assigned a cabin with players who were familiar with both the game styles and the rules 

of play for the particular gaming system being used. The feeling within my cabin and in 

the main hall, which would later become our base camp, was nervous excitement. While 

many players were experienced LARPers none of them had played zombie LARP before 

and did not know what to expect. 

An hour after sunset all players were brought back out to the parking lot from the 

main hall and broken into smaller groups. My group consisted of my cabin mates and two 

or three other players. Game had begun and immediately the atmosphere changed as 

players stepped into character, no longer a feeling of nervous excitement of happy 

anticipation. Instead players began to make themselves feel what they think they would 

feel if they were confronted with a zombie apocalypse, and the only way to safety was a 

walk down a long dark wooded path. Almost immediately players began to notice shapes 

in the dark shambling towards our group, zombies were already appearing. Groups were 

quickly moved down the path as zombies started appearing. Tensions rose and so too did 

the players fear. While slowing moving and shambling the appearance of the zombies and 

the quickness of the start of play and the dark left players disorientated, putting them off 

guard and forcing them to think quickly. As players made it through the woods and to the 

safe zone tensions and anxiety continued to arise.  
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Almost immediately players were asked to start making moral decisions. As we 

moved along the path to the main gate my group was stopped by the appearance of 

another smaller group which had someone with an injury. This smaller group asked if we 

had supplied we could spare, or if we could help them reach shelter. Their sudden 

appearance and the fact that one was injured made my group suspicious. After a quick 

debate it was decided that we did not have the food spare, we could not trust these 

strangers – even though we were all basically strangers to each other – and we could not 

risk the injured man having been bitten, even though he swore he was not. In the end we 

left them on the path. No more then twenty minutes into game play social niceties were 

being stripped away and moral dilemmas were being presented. 

At the safe zone the atmosphere was charged. Conflicts over leadership began to 

arise between players with civilian, medical, and police/military backgrounds. While 

some players worked to establish medical areas and to barricade the entrances others 

fought to be in control and argued over the cause of the outbreak. It was a scene very 

reminiscent of the survivors in the farm house in the original Night of the Living Dead 

(1968). As the weekend continued this comparison would prove even truer as our large 

survivor party splintered into smaller groups. Throughout our arguing and adjusting to 

our surroundings the zombies attacked, players were forced to make decisions on which 

threat was more immediate – social collapse or zombie infection. By the end of the first 

night of play the survivor group had already begun to lose survivors as players 

succumbed to zombie inflicted wounds.   

At the end of play on Friday night players returned to their cabins. The group of 

experienced players I was with spent some time out of character talking once we reached 
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the cabin. Everyone was excited and expressed great enjoyment of the game thus far. But 

most interestingly each of them talked about moments of fear their character had 

experienced, including myself. At one point during the game my character was assigned 

lookout duty at the main door to the safe house. An argument broke out inside and my 

partner went to investigate, soon after she left a group of zombies appeared from around 

the corner of the building. A feeling of real panic set in as I realized I was alone and was 

the sole defender of the door. I struggled with the decision to either run inside allowing 

the zombies to breach the doorway or standing my ground and fighting, even though I 

was not a combative player. I chose to stand my ground and fight, screaming 

“ZOMBIES!” at the top of my lungs to try and get people’s attention inside. As I stood 

there trying to fend off the zombies I had a feeling of excitement mixed with fear. I was 

confronting them, confronting my fears. Soon my cries alerted someone inside and others 

came out to help me before I was surrounded and infected, and I felt real relief.  

  
 
 

 
         Figure 16. Zombie players preparing to attack the safe house, Prophesy Zombie 

LARP.   
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           Figure 17. Battle between survivors and zombies, Prophesy Zombie LARP. 
 
 
 
 

As game continued the next day the atmosphere of fear and distrust began to 

grow. Players gravitated towards other players they thought they could trust, forming 

smaller groups within the whole.  Paranoia began to set in regarding strangers and 

ourselves as we began to fear if someone was bitten or not. At one point while a large 

group of survivors left to fight off a large zombie horde a pair of strangers came towards 

the safe house. Immediately they were confronted by those of us left behind to defend the 

main building and were asked what they were doing and where they had come from. 

Instead of welcoming them into the relative safety of our compound, which was an 

established military safe house, members of the group decided they could not be trusted 

and had to be run off. When the newcomers refused to leave a contingent our defense 

group attacked and killed them. Declaring it was better to kill them then risk their 

exposing us to the zombies. In an odd twist of fate, I actually became sick during the 
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event, but chose to continue playing rather than leave. It was not until the event ended 

that I was told that there was a fraction of players who had been advocating my 

character’s murder as they believed that I had been infected and did not wish for me to 

turn on them.  

As paranoia grew and players were forced to make increasingly difficult moral 

decisions social order began to collapse even further. At one point a member of my cabin 

was bitten, instead of telling everyone she chose to only share they news with one other 

player. When she knew she was approaching the time in which she would turn into a 

zombie she asked the other player to help her commit suicide rather then risk the 

endangering the group. Other players when faced with similar decisions chose to conceal 

their wounds and turned amidst the group infecting others before they were dispatched. 

Throughout this the zombies continued to attack and the larger group began to 

disintegrate as various fractions arose, each with different ideas on how best to survive or 

destroy the zombies. As the social order began to disintegrate more and more players fell 

to the zombies, until it became clear that our group size could not hold the safe house any 

longer.  

In a final mass zombie attack on Saturday night the safe house was over run, fully 

splintering the original group of survivors into much smaller separate groups. During the 

fight as players, now greatly outnumbered by the zombies, panicked and tried to escape 

my own character was overrun and fell prey to a zombie. It was very surreal experience 

to be lying on the floor as someone pantomimed ripping into my flesh and eating it. 

Having been infected I was then given a count of time after which I would rise again as a 

zombie. When my time count was done and I rose to play a zombie my experience of the 
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game completely changed. The fear and anxiety that I had been experiencing almost the 

entire weekend was gone, I had confronted my fear to its apex becoming that which I 

feared. As a zombie my only task was to seek out other players and try and infect them. 

As the weekend drew to a close only handful of the original seventy-five players 

survived, the rest had been turned into zombies or killed by other players during a 

conflict.  

The continuous nature of the zombie LARP means that players have no way to 

step back, no way to put a safe distance between themselves and the fears and anxieties 

they are experiencing. Instead they were forced to deal with those fears, confront them 

and if possible overcome them. Players are constantly asked to face the reality of what 

they would be capable of doing if their ever was a real apocalypse. While the Prophesy 

zombie LARP was a one off game, a one time game played over a weekend. Other 

zombie LARPs are ongoing affairs, in which players develop and play a single character 

throughout an ongoing game. These games often include a live portion played one or two 

weekends a month and an online forum in which players can continue character 

development between the live games. Like the Humans vs. Zombies games, zombie 

LARPs most often employ the science gone wrong or spontaneous/supernatural zombie 

type, and they almost always employ viral zombies. Unlike Humans vs. Zombies games 

they allow players to explore group dynamics fully, exposing the dysfunction that leads 

to societal collapse.   

Zombie LARPs and Humans vs. Zombies games are intense interactions with our 

fears. Unlike the passive watching of a film, or event the more active playing of a video 

game, these live action games force players to confront their fears physically and 
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immediately. It is the closest a person can come to experiencing a zombie invasion 

without their actually being part of one. It is the closest an individual can get to 

experiencing a viral plague and social collapse without it actually happening. When 

asked why people play these games Colleen Skadl, one of the creators of the Prophecy 

Zombie LARP stated, “I think most of the people who attend do it because they want to 

see if they can survive, or because they are simply fans of the genre. That and its very 

different from a lot of the other LARPing that is going on today” (personal 

communication, April 18, 2011). With ongoing LARPs players are asked to continuously 

face their anxieties over social collapse, infection, and loss of self. As society continues 

to degrade or as they try and rebuild they are faced with more and more challenges, and 

the zombies keep coming. According to Bourke (2005):  

…Freud showed how children created games about situations and objects they 
most feared in order to gain control. For adults, cultural production involving 
threats, dangers, risks and fears enabled them to retreat to the state of childhood 
and play with what they found most scary. (p. 387)  
 

Live action zombie games are one of the most creative ways in which people can face 

their fears. Allowing participants to confront their fears, through the zombie metaphor, in 

a much more immediate way than films, video games, or books ever could. Through 

confronting the zombie, participants play with their fears of social collapse, loss of self, 

and disease allowing them to fully experience these fears without every being in mortal 

danger.  
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Conclusion 

As we move into the future the popularity of the zombie does not seem to be any 

where close to receding. More and more zombie events and media types are being 

created. Zombies are increasingly in the news, a Google News search reveled 5,000 

results for zombie related news from the month of August 2011 alone (Retrieved 

September 4, 2011). Zombies have also entered the theater with at least two zombie 

musicals having been created thus far: Night of the Musical Dead created by Bill Arnold 

in 2008 and Musical of the Living Dead created by Marc Lewallen and Brad Younts in 

2010. Russell (2005) states, “The sheer range of zombie related cultural outpourings in 

truly dizzying and quite without precedent” (p. 192). From its earliest beginning as 

Haitian folklore through its consumption by the American film industry into its evolution 

into live action events the zombie’s ability to evolve is truly amazing. Live action zombie 

events call upon the traditions of the zombie genre established in American films, but 

allow participants to engage with the zombie in new and exciting ways. These events 

allow participants to confront the socio-cultural fears that zombies personify in person 

instead of through a screen.    

From the zombies earliest film incarnations, zombies have stood as metaphors for 

our fears of homogenization and loss of self. Zombies have also come to represent the 

American people’s growing fears of social collapse and disease. In addition to these 

ingrained fears, which have evolved in the zombie genre over time, zombies have also 

been able to adapt themselves to specific generational fears (Jones, 2002; Phillips, 2005; 

Russell, 2005). The zombie’s unique ability to touch upon both ingrained fears and 

generation specific fears has sustained the genre throughout the twentieth and twenty-first 
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centuries. Through zombie movies the American people are able to confront and examine 

their socio-cultural fears in a way that is safe and enjoyable. As Tamborini & Weaver 

(1996) and Findlay (2007) note people seek out and enjoy horrific tales for just this 

reason, and the zombie proves one of the most versatile ways of doing so. Bourke (2005) 

states, “Horror stories and films were not nightmares transcribed, but fears recast into 

safe and communicable form” (p. 389). It is this ability to combine ingrained and 

superficial socio-cultural fears that makes the zombie so popular.  

The zombie has allowed us to confront our fears in a safe and manageable way 

throughout generations, adapting to our needs. Changing and evolving so that it remains 

current and topical. In the twenty-first century as, “Terror became a part of culture.” 

(Bourke, 2005, p. 387) the role of the zombie has expanded past that of the cinematic 

monster. As people sought new ways of addressing their socio-cultural fears new forms 

of zombie media were created, ones which removed the distance from which audiences 

could experience zombie related fears. Live action events such as zombie walks, Humans 

vs. Zombies games, and zombie LARPs allow participants to either disarm their fears or 

battle them. As Bourke notes, “Throughout the century fear was employed in creative 

ways. Confrontation with danger and disasters produced a sense of the sacred that many 

people otherwise lacked” (2005, p. 387). Live action zombie events allow participants to 

touch upon the sacred, coming face to face with their true self. A self the zombie, as a 

metaphor for homogenization, societal collapse, and disease threatens to strip away. In 

both Human vs. Zombies games and zombie LARPs players are allowed to explore these 

fears to their ultimate end. Players can become infected and turn into zombies 

themselves, thus becoming that which is feared. 
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When I first started the research for this paper and told people what I was doing 

they were skeptical that I would be able to find any resources or that zombies really were 

proliferating in the manner I described. However, as my research continued these same 

people started coming to me, telling me about zombie things that they had seen, and they 

began to realize just how far the zombie had penetrated the zeitgeist. While our topical 

fears of terrorism, economic instability, and misuse of science may change over time to 

new fears more suited to a new age. The underling fears, the ingrained fears, shared by 

everyone across American society, will remain the same – fears of disease, social 

collapse, and loss of self. As technology and human innovation grow people will discover 

newer and more immediate way of addressing these fears, going beyond digital worlds 

and roll playing games finding more intense ways to experience and confronting their 

fears. As Regan (2005) notes, we shape our folktales, our scary stories, and the monsters 

that inhabit them to suite our needs and our desires, changing them as our culture and 

society evolve. Our need to confront our fears to examine, and if possible overcome, 

them dictate the monsters we use to inhabit them. As a truly American monster only the 

zombie, molded from the folklore of the Haitian people to fit America’s socio-cultural 

needs, is capable of encapsulating both the topical fears of a generation and the ingrained 

fears of society.  

As the zombie genre continues to grow further studies on live action zombie 

events and the socio-cultural fears associated with zombies will be necessitated. This 

study combined the populations of zombie walk attendees with those participating in 

zombie live action games. A study which separates these two groups thus allowing for a 

clearer understanding of each groups motivations for attendance, demographics and their 
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place in contemporary popular culture is warranted. In addition, further study into 

LARPing groups is also needed. Much of the work already done on these groups contains 

a high degree of bias, and inaccurately represents the participants and LARPing culture. 

As this study focuses solely on the American zombie phenomenon a larger study on the 

role of the zombie across the world should be taken up, such a study would shed light on 

how other cultures have interpreted the zombie to fit their own socio-cultural needs, and 

what fears and anxieties bind us across all cultures.  

Zombies serve as a symbol for the socio-cultural fears of not just specific 

generations but for the American people as a whole. Over the seventy-four years of 

zombie media the zombies have embodied our socio-cultural fears, forcing us to confront 

those fears. The zombie’s adaptability has allowed it to spread off the movie screen into 

new formats reaching ever broader audiences. Live action zombie events are increasing 

in popularity, occurring all over the country. People who would not normally watch a 

zombie movie will play an online zombie game, read zombie books, or participate in 

zombie walks. These new formats also allow the zombie to adjust how it represents our 

socio-cultural fears. Now in addition to provoking our fears zombies can also disarm 

them. By making us laugh at or care for them, the zombie opens up a new way for us to 

look at and interact with the specific socio-cultural fears that they represent. Live action 

zombie games allow us to take our fear confrontation to the next level, no longer kept 

safe by a movie or television screen, these games force players to directly interact with 

their fears regarding disease, social collapse and loss of self. There seems to be no limit 

to where the zombie can go. As long as the American people posse socio-cultural fears 
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the zombie will be here to embody them, allowing us to confront and experience those 

fears in fun and safe ways.  
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Appendix A 

 
 
Table A1 
 
List of zombie films and television/webisodes from 1932 to 2010 categorized by zombie 
type and viral nature 
 

Date Movie Title Zombie Type SGW Type Viral 
1932 White Zombie Voodoo  No 
1934 Ouanga Voodoo  No 
1936 The Walking Dead SGW Corporate/Medical No 
1936 Revolt of the Zombies Voodoo  No 
1936 Vengeance of the Zombies Voodoo  No 
1940 Ghost Breakers Voodoo  No 
1941 King of the Zombies Voodoo  No 
1942 Bowery at Midnight Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1943 Revenge of the Zombies SGW Nazi Experiments No 
1943 I Walked with a Zombie Voodoo  No 
1944 Voodoo Man Voodoo  No 
1945 Zombies on Broadway Voodoo  No 
1946 Valley of the Zombies Voodoo  No 
1946 The Face of Marble Voodoo  No 
1955 Creature with the Atom Brain Voodoo  No 
1957 Zombies of Mora Tau Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1957 Voodoo Island Voodoo  No 
1958 Plan 9 From Outer Space Alien  No 
1959 Invisible Invaders Alien  No 
1959 Teenage Zombie Voodoo  No 
1960 Cape Canaveral Monsters Alien  No 

1961 
Blood of the Zombie (the dead 

one) Voodoo  No 

1963 

The Incredibly Strange 
Creatures who Stopped Living 

& Became Mix-up Zombies Voodoo  No 
1964 I Eat your Skin Voodoo  No 
1965 Orgy of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1968 Night of the Living Dead Natural Contagion    Yes 

1968 
Astro-Zombies (Space 

Zombies)  SGW Corporate/Medical No 

1968 
Isle of the Snake People (Cult 

of the Dead) Voodoo  No 

1971 

Blood of Ghastly Horror (Fiend 
w/ the Electronic Brain, Man 

with the Synthetic Brain, 
Psycho a go-go Voodoo  No 

1972 Garden of the Dead SGW  Drugs No 
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1972 Messiah of Evil Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

1972 

Children Shouldn't Play with 
Dead Things (Revenge of the 

Living Dead) Voodoo  No 

1973 
The Crazies (Code Name: 

Trixie) SGW Gov/Military No 
1973 The Swamp of the Ravens Voodoo  No 

1973 
The Legend of the 7 Golden 

Vampires Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1974 The House of 7 Corpses Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

1974 
Deathdream (Dead of Night / 
The Night Andy Came Home) Voodoo  No 

1974 Shanks Voodoo  No 
1974 The House on Skull Mountain Voodoo  No 
1974 Sugar Hill Voodoo  No 
1975 The Dead Don't Die Voodoo  No 
1976 Shock Waves SGW Nazi Experiments No 

1976 
The Child (Kill and Go Hide, 

Zombie Child) Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1977 Blue Sunshine SGW Drugs No 
1979 Dawn of the Dead Natural Contagion    Yes 

1980 
The Alien Dead (It Fell From 

the Sky) Natural Contagion    Yes 
1980 Toxic Zombies (Bloodeaters) SGW Gov/Military No 
1980 The Children  SGW Nuclear Pollution No 
1981 Night of the Zombies SGW Gov/Military No 
1981 Kiss Daddy Goodbye Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1981 Dead and Buried Voodoo  No 
1981 Raw Force Voodoo  No 
1981 Dawn of the Mummy Voodoo  No 

1982 
Zombie Aftermath (The 

Aftermath) SGW Nuclear Pollution No 

1982 
Curse of the Cannibal 

Confederates Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1982 The Evil Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1982 I was a Zombie for the FBI Alien  No 
1982 One Dark Night Voodoo  No 
1983 Thriller Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1984 Night of the Comet Alien  Yes 
1984 Hard Rock Zombies Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1984 Zombie Island Massacre Voodoo  No 

1984 
Blood Suckers from Outer 

Space Natural Contagion    No 
1985 The Return of the Living Dead SGW Gov/Military Yes 
1985 Warning Signs (Biohazard) SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
1985 Re-Animator SGW Corporate/Medical No 
1985 House Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1985 The Midnight Hour Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1985 Day of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1986 Night of the Creeps Alien  No 

1986 
Gore-met Zombie Chef From 

Hell Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
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1986 Neon Maniacs Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1986 The Supernaturals Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1986 Burial Ground: Night of Terror Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1986 Raiders of the Living Dead Voodoo  No 
1986 Deadly Friend SGW Technology No 
1987 I Was a Teenage Zombie SGW Nuclear Pollution No 
1987 Redneck Zombies SGW Nuclear Pollution No 
1987 Zombie Death House SGW Corporate/Medical No 
1987 Killing Spree Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1987 Night of the Living Babes Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1987 The Video Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1987 Prince of Darkness Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1987 Evil Dead 2 Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1987 The Serpent & the Rainbow Voodoo  No 
1987 Zombie High Voodoo  No 

1988 
Flesheaters (Revenge of the 

Living Zombies) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1988 Dead Heat Voodoo  No 
1989 The Chilling SGW Corporate/Medical No 

1989 
Return of the Living Dead Part 

II SGW Gov/Military Yes 
1989 The Vineyard Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1989 The Dead Next Door Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

1989 
Linnea Quigley's Horror 

Workout Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1989 Night Life Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1989 Pet Sematary Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1989 The Boneyard Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1989 The Dead Pit Voodoo  No 
1989 Beverly Hills Bodysnatchers  Voodoo  No 

1989 
Chopper Chicks in Zombie 

Town Voodoo  No 
1989 The Laughing Dead Voodoo  No 
1989 Voodoo Dawn Voodoo  No 
1989 Working Stiffs Voodoo  No 
1990 Ghoul School SGW Corporate/Medical No 
1990 Bride of Re-animator SGW Corporate/Medical No 

1990 
Night of the Living Dead - 

Remake Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1990 Dead Men Don't Die Voodoo  No 
1991 Nudist Colony of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1991 Dead Dudes in the House Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

1991 

Night of the Day of the Dawn of 
the Son of the Bride of the 

Return of the Revenge of the 
Terror of the Attack of the Evil 
Mutant Hellbound FleshEating 

Subhumanoid Living Dead, 
Part II Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

1991 Zombie Cop Voodoo  No 
1991 The Zombie Army Voodoo  No 
1991 Zombie Rampage Voodoo  No 
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1992 Dead Alive Natural Contagion    Yes 
1992 Army of Darkness Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1993 Space Zombie Bingo Alien  No 
1993 Ozone (Street Zombies) SGW Drugs No 
1993 Return of the Living Dead 3 SGW Gov/Military Yes 
1993 Zombie Bloodbath SGW Nuclear Pollution Yes 
1993 My Boyfriends Back Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1993 Shatter Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1994 Gore Whore SGW Corporate/Medical No 

1994 
Zombie Bloodbath 2: Rage of 

the World SGW Nuclear Pollution Yes 
1995 La Cage Aux Zombies Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

1996 
Goosebumps - Welcome to 

Dead House SGW Corporate/Medical No 
1996 Living a Zombie Dream Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
1998 Zombie Cult Massacre Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

1998 
At Twilight Come the Flesh-

Eaters Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

1998 
Sex, Chocolate & Zombie 

Republicans Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
1998 Sooby-Doo on Zombie Island Voodoo  No 
1998 Buttcrack Voodoo  No 
1998 Zombie Ninja Gangbangers Voodoo  No 
1999 Idle Hands Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

2000 
Zombie Bloodbath 3: 

Armageddon SGW Nuclear Pollution Yes 
2000 Hot Wax Zombies on Wheels Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2000 Meat Market SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2001 Ghost of Mars Alien  No 
2001 Biohazardous SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2001 Zombie Chronicles Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2001 The Resurrection Game SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2001 When Good Ghouls Go Bad Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2001 Biker Zombies from Detroit Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2001 Flesh Freaks Alien  Yes 
2001 Children of the Living Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2002 28 Days Later SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2002 Resident Evil SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2002 Maplewoods SGW Nazi Experiments Yes 
2002 Daddy Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2002 Lord of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2002 Mark of the Astro-zombie Voodoo  No 
2003 Zombie Campout Alien  Yes 
2003 Beyond Re-Animator SGW Corporate/Medical No 
2003 Blood of the Beast SGW Corporate/Medical No 
2003 Zombiegeddon Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2003 Hallow's End Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

2003 
Pirates of the Caribbean: The 

Curse of the Black Pearl Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2003 House of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2003 Come Get Some! Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
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2003 Necropolis Awakened Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Hood of the Living Dead SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2004 Resident Evil: Apocalypse  SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2004 Dead and Breakfast Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 

2004 
Bloody Bill (Death Valley: The 

Revenge of Bloody Bill) Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2004 The Legend of Diablo Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2004 Bone Sickness Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Dawn of the Dead (remake) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Feeding the Masses Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Ghost Lake Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Shadows of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Shaun of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Vampires Vs. Zombies Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Zombie Honeymoon Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2004 Corpses  Voodoo  No 
2004 Zombie Nation Voodoo  No 
2005 Day of the Dead 2: Contagium  SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2005 Dead Life  SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2005 
Return of the Living Dead 4: 

Necropolis SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2005 
Return of the Living Dead 5: 

Rave to the Grave SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2005 
Masters of Horror: 

Homecoming Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2005 The Wickeds Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2005 Dead Men Walking Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 Land of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 Living Dead Lock Up  Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2005 
Masters of Horror: Dance of the 

Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 The Roost Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 The Stink of the Flesh Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 Mortuary Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2005 Die You Zombie Bastards! Voodoo  No 
2005 Zombiez Voodoo  No 
2005 Raiders of the Damned SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2005 Shadow: Dead Riot Voodoo  Yes 
2005 The Undead Natural Contagion  Yes 
2006 The Quick and the Undead Natural Contagion  Yes 
2006 Dead and Deader Natural Contagion  Yes 
2006 Zombie Town Natural Contagion  Yes 

2006 
Automaton Transfusion 
(Zombie Transfusion) SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2006 Awaken the Dead SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2006 Creature from the Pink Lagoon SGW Nuclear Pollution Yes 
2006 Die and Let Live SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 

2006 
Flight of the Living Dead: 

Outbreak on a Plane SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2006 Dorm of the Dead SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2006 Wicked Little Things Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
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2006 
House of the Dead 2: All Guts 

No Glory (aka Dead Aim) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2006 
Night of the Living Dead 3D - 

remake Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2006 Special Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2006 
Poultrygeist: Night of the 

Chicken Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2007 Days of Darkness Natural Contagion  Yes 
2007 Dead Moon Rising Natural Contagion  Yes 
2007 The Forever Dead SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2007 28 Weeks Later SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2007 Dead Heist  SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2007 Grind House - Planet Terror  SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2007 Resident Evil - Extinction SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2007 Motocross Zombies from Hell Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2007 Fido Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2007 
Living Dead Lock Up 2: March 

of the dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2007 
Zeppo: Sinners from beyond 

the moon!  Alien  Yes 
2007 Zombie Farm SGW Terrorists Yes 
2007 Undead or Alive Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2007 
Zombie Anonymous (Last Rites 

of the Dead) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2007 Zombies Gone Wild Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2007 Dead Noon Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2007 Wasting Away: Aaah! Zombies! SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2008 
Zombies, Zombies, Zombies, - 

Strippers VS Zombie! SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2008 Day of the Dead (remake) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2008 Zombie Strippers  SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2008 Dance of the Dead SGW Nuclear Pollution Yes 
2008 Quarantine  SGW Terrorists yes 
2008 Diary of Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  yes 
2008 The Signal SGW Technology No 
2008 I Sell the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2008 American Zombie Natural Contagion  Yes 
2009 Sick and the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Platoon of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Melvin Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2009 Dark New World SGW Terrorists Yes 

2009 
ZMD: Zombies of Mass 

Destruction Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Plague of the Damned Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Zombieland Natural Contagion  Yes 
2009 The Hell Patrol Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 

2009 
Harry Potter & the Half-Blood 

Prince Voodoo  No 
2009 Semi-Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Porn Star Zombies Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Survival of the Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
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2009 Silent Night, Zombie Night Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Blood Moon Rising Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Grace Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2009 Zombie Epidemic Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Edges of Darkness Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2009 Dead Snow SGW Nazi Experiments Yes 
2009 Office of the Dead SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2009 Zombie Farm Voodoo  No 

2009 
Dr S Battles the Sex Crazed 
Reefer Zombies: The Movie SGW Gov/Military Yes 

2010 Biophage SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2010 Gallowwalker Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2010 Suck & Moan Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Zombie Apocalypse Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Attack of the Vegan Zombies!  Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2010 The Crazies SGW Gov Created Yes 
2010 One Last Sunset Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 The Dead Can't Dance  Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Project Nine SGW Terrorists Yes 
2010 The Dead Undead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Universal Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 The Dead Matter Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
2010 Zombies Unleashed  Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Zompyres: Texas Natural Contagion  Yes 
2010 8.13 SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2010 Die-ner (Get It?) Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Zombie Drugs SGW Tainted Drugs Yes 
2010 Zombie Allegiance  SGW Gov/Military Yes 
2010 Bite Me  Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 They Walk Natural Contagion  Yes 
2010 The Walking Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Voodoo Cowboys Voodoo  No 

2010 
Romeo & Juliet vs. The Living 

Dead Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Resident Evil - Afterlife SGW Corporate/Medical Yes 
2010 Ninjas Vs. Zombies Spontaneous/Supernatural  Yes 
2010 Zombiechrist Spontaneous/Supernatural  No 
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Appendix B 

 

Figure 1. Personal Character Sheet for Prophecy Zombie LARP 
 
Character Name: Mae McCormick   
 
Character Background: Mae grew up in MA and is generally familiar with the terrain 
types. At 5’3” Mae is not an opposing figure, her blue eyes and brown hair are non-
descript, and her figure is on the chunky side. While growing up in MA she often went 
camping and was a member of the Girl Scouts, but it has been years sense she practiced 
any of those skills. She attended BU for 4 years and received her bachelor’s degree in 
Journalism. For the past 2 years she has served as a correspondent for the local news 
channels and papers. Mostly her work covers human interest story, but if she gets handed 
something bigger (either by her boss, or a local contact) she isn’t afraid to run with it.  
 
Of course she had heard the rumors of the outbreaks in Europe and Asia, who hadn’t? 
But, she was shocked when it reached the US. She immediately started reaching out to 
contacts to find out what they new, what was happening. Information was sketchy at first 
and there wasn’t much time before she got to see what was going on for her own eyes. 
She was on assignment in the city, covering a hospital where supposedly an infected 
person was staying. The news crews outside were only there for a short time when the 
place went crazy. Doctors and nurses came running out, some of them sporting wounds. 
The police arrived storming in, screams were filling the air, and underneath the noise a 
scary un-human moan. The police were screaming at everyone to clear out, when the first 
stumbling corps came through the broken glass of the door. One look at the once human 
ghoul and Mae gathered her crew and finished shooting as they ran. Telling the camera 
and those that would see it what she could hear the police yelling, “Return to your homes, 
block the doors and windows, and listen for instructions on the emergency broadcasts.  
  
Once they were a few blocks away the headed for the news room for the station, the place 
was in chaos as well. Reports were coming in from everywhere. They quickly loaded the 
footage from the hospital, which played with the emergency warnings running at the 
bottom. Then the big bosses sent everyone home. Mae got back to her apartment and 
quickly packed a backpack with emergency gear: change of cloths, flashlight, compass, 
book of matches, a small kit knife, some energy bars, and a very basic first aid kit. Then 
she sat and she listened, trying not to let the fear get to her. She waited, and waited, when 
the power went of she nearly lost it, but then she managed to get a scratchy radio 
broadcast on an old battery powered CB-scanner. It said to head for the nearest safe zone 
in Charlton. She grabbed her backpack, wallet, keys, and out of shear habit, her digital 
camera, and as a last thought the poker from her fireplace. She ran to her car, ignoring 
any screams she heard and started to drive, the roads were clogged but she made 
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managed to make it. Hoping to find out what was happening, praying she had found a 
place that was safe… 
 
Free Points (6):  

- Life: starting 2 + 2 
- Focus: starting 1 + 4 

 
Skill Points (50): + 5 for background 

- Bank 10 for in game learning 
- Desperation (2) 
- Rumors (2)  
- Bandage (5) 
- Dodge (8) 
- Melee Weapon (6)  
- Parry (7) 
- Flee (6)  
- Balance (3) 
- Scrounge (6
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